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Joel Announces Naming of SCW Campus at Hanukkah Dinner
Bacon Awarded Presidential Medallion

Early Completion of $400 Million Campaign Announced
was concluding them,” said embrace the campus’ new title.
SCW Dean Karen Bacon. The “We have a wonderful benefac׳By Shayndi Raice
crowd burst into uproarious tor of the university and
applause in response to the Midtown Campus

referred to as the Beren Campus,”
According to Peter Ferrara, said Ed Fox, deputy to the presi-

the senior director of the depart- dent,
ment of communications and

79th Annual
Dinner and

nowYeshiva’s
Hanukkah
Convocation honored various
philanthropists and dedicated
Yeshiva members and unveiled
several major gifts to the univer-
sity, most notably a gift by
Robert M. Beren to have the
SCW Midtown Campus named
after his late uncle, Israel Henry
Beren. The dinner attracted over
700 guests to the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel where they
announced the completion of
Yeshiva’s $400 million campaign.

While the announcement of
the campaign’s success was
expected, many were completely
taken by surprise at Beren’s gift.
“I knew that President Joel was
currently in negotiations with
Mr. Beren, but I didn’t know he

announcement.

Beren’s generous gift was
public affairs, Beren had pledged pledged early in Yeshiva’s
$15 million to the university and fundraising campaign. The cam-
nowallocated a major portion of paign was initiated in 1999 by
the gift to name the Midtown the. University’s Board of
Campus. Exact utilization of the Trustees and provided donors
gift has not yet been decided, with the opportunity to name
“The parameter of the gift is to, and endow research funds, facul-
number one, help support future ty chairs, deanships, residence
plans for the Midtown Campus, halls and even the Midtown
and secondly to help defray some Campus. “The university cam-
of the recent expenses that have paign has reached its goal and
been invested into the Midtown will continue to raise funds for
Campus,” explained Daniel the university through December
Forman, vice president for devel- 31," clarified Forman. “Now the

individual schools, including
People are enthusiastic Stem College that have not yet

about the gift and eager to

opment.

Joel,above,announced the naming of the SCW Campus at the annual Hanukkah dinner continued on page 14

Snow Deters Jubilee Event:
“Back to School ” Day Missing

Bacon and Kanaifogel

Administrators and Student Leaders Seek to Enhance
Mental Health Resources on Campus

Of these victims,90 percent have echoed the same hypothesis,

an active psychiatric illness. “Students struggle with life
Schcr’s uniqueness lies in his Issues,” she asserted. “Thetran׳

For seven years, student success and abUity to confront sition from being a high school
Yigal Scher battled clinicalthesituationdirectly. Mental ill student to an adult seeking pro -
depression and suicidal rage. A ness among all college students fessionaJ and lifelong goals i
veritable survivor, Yigal not only has intensified dramatically 10 very stressful.”
conquered his mental illness but the last few years, prompting According to Braun, one of
today retains the courage to Scher and others to demand sen the foremost concerns prompt
speak about it publicly. An ous analysis of the problem’s ing student stress is tremendous
almost lone voice in the sources and solutions. Yeshiva, change In relationships.
Orthodox community, Columbia like many other universities, is Students arrivingon college cam׳
undergraduate Scher insists on preparing tojoin the bandwagon puses, while evolving into their
sharing his intimate story with of stronger mental health facili- own independent personas, must
others. “On a personal note.Jt’s ties for college students,

difficult to do all this,” admits
Scher. “But people need to be Student Stress
shown that they are not alone
and that there is a way to get tors, the college years serve as an demands and tensions. High

inherently stressful phase in a school friends suddenly “don't
What distinguishes Schcr’s student’s life. “Students arc not know them so wed anymore”

story is not so much his mental sure where they’re heading, and added Sama, prompting a real
illness or long struggle with sui- they feel cut off from the past,” sense of peer isolation,

cidal depression. According to explained Rabbi Yehudah Sama,

fessors, reuniting with friends
and former classmates, and tour-
ing the expanded Beren Campus.

As with all of the Jubilee
activities, “Back to School” was
coordinated by alumnae, prima׳
rily by Vice Presidents for
Programming Barbara Kessel and
Paula From, both ’71 SCW.
“What’s great about this is that
it’s all alumnae driven,” said
Saltzman.

By Esther Flaschner

Stern College for Women
teshweUmartiiy
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By Aviva Balk

Despite a sudden winter
snowstorm, covered roads and

“We wanted to find a way to
combine the scholarship of Stem

grueling traffic, the Stem College
Alumnae Association held a sue-
cessful “Back to School” affair on th the idea of 8etting

together,” noted Kessel. “This is a
creative opportunity to see other
Stem alumnae in a structure that

adjust to new relationships with
their parents. Social relation׳
ships transform as friends

According to many educa - become roommates with unique

Sunday, December 14, at 245
Lexington on the Beren Campus.
“For a first time event, especially
considering the weather, we are 1180 Mows us t0 enj0Vthe learn׳
happy,” remarked Robert in8 r

״
hat: we experienced at

Saltzman, director of alumni Stem,

affairs.

through this."

Saltzman and Chavi
As the second in a series of Eisenberg, director of under׳

graduate alumni programs, were
responsible for running the event
and making sure things went
smoothly, especially when the
sudden announcement arrived

Additionally, Brauu articu
theJed Foundation, an otganiza- religious life coordinator of the iated the stresses applied by rig׳
tion dedicated to “improving the New York University HiUel. orous college academia. The
mental health safety net” of col׳ “There is a feeling of wandering changes from high school or

students nationwide, sui- and not really fining in׳ a sense Israel yeshiva academics cannot
Is the second leading cause of volatility." SCW Associate

of death among college students. Dean of Students Zetda Braun

SCWsJubilee extravaganza, the
event, which had over 25 alum׳
nae in attendance, was an oppor׳
tunity for former students to
relive their college experience by
attending classes given by pro׳continued onpage20 continued on page 8
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A Message from Your Editor
one at the University of
Michigan last year. Such places
are surrounded by an aura of
non-communication and por-
trayal of the other as the devil.
For a Jew, engaging in “civil dis׳
course” while your enemy is
screaming “kill the Jews” is tan׳
tamount to treason.

Furthermore, most often
when I went to such events it
was as a journalist. I was one of
the few Yeshiva students that
were able to talk with members
of the opposing side. And when I
did talk to them, my profession-
alism required me to ask ques-
tions, listen and write. I would
never have dreamt of responding
to statements I found offensive.

So the first time I was able to
argue with a proponent of what I
consider to be the new anti-
Semitism, I wassurprised to real-
ize he was not an anti-Semite,
but rather an ignoramus.
Commenting on politics today
requires that party lines are fol-
lowed to the letter. Few liberals
or conservatives are able to think
independently from their party
doctrine. Certainly, a man who
identifies himself as a liberal
New Yorker would find it dis-
tasteful, if not completely incom-
prehensible, to side with a decid-
edly anti-liberal view: that the
Jews are entitled to live freely in
safety as any other nation.

While I try my hardest to
shy away from making compar-

isons between current events
and the situation of the European
Jews prior to and during the sec-
ond WorldWar, I find that those
who blindly follow today’s liber-
al dogmas to be frighteningly
similar to the brainwashed fol-
lowers of Hitler.

They say that hatred can be
so strong that it can blind a per-
son to the truth. The crux of the
issue is, however, whether
today’s anti-Zionism stems from
a true hatred of Jews or an igno-
ranee that stemsfrom blindly fol-
lowingliberal dogma. If the cause
is different, but the outcome the
same, i.e. the destruction of the
Jews (or in this case the Jewish
state), can we claim this is not
hatred?

acceptable form of criticism of
Israel, in my eyes, is regarding the
policies of a particular govern-
ment, not the right of an entire
country, and its people to exist),
the story appealed to me. When
deciding what stories are appro-
priate for the SCW readership, I
take two things into account:
how it affects us as Jews, and
how it affects us as students of
Yeshiva University. Anti-
Semitism in any form obviously
affects us as Jews. However, as
women of Yeshiva specifically,
it’s harder to say we are faced
with daily bouts of anti-
Semitism. Or so it initially
appeared to me.

We, as American Jews, par-
ticularly living in New York,
think of ourselves as living in a
bastion of freedom. In most ways
we do. However, the unique
aspect of this new anti-Semitism
is far more subtle, far more sue-
cessful at manipulating the mind
into thinking that anti-Zionism
truly is separate from anti-
Semitism.

The day after my peer initial-
ly suggested this topic, we were
discussing its merits when our
professor walked into the room.
While he was not a professor of
history, politics or anything at all
having to do with the Middle
Eastern region, he decided to
voice his personal opinion
regarding our topic. “You can
definitely believe that the State

of Israel came about in an illegal
way and that it was one of the

mistakes of the greatest^־*02
century and not be an anti-
Semite,” he said. I was flabber-
gasted by his statement. I do not
understand how a person can
claim that a democratic country,
and therefore its people, does not
have a right to exist.

However, the deep-seated
hatred ofJews that I expect of an
anti-Semite was not apparent in
my professor. How could it be
that someone espouses anti-
Semitism and yet is not an anti-
Semite?

I
Shayndi Raice

A fellow writer suggested
TheObserver write an in depth fea-
ture on the new anti-Semitism.
What makes this anti-Semitism
different from previous genres of
anti-Semitism is that it does not
preach hatred toward Jews as
Christ-killers or as a sub-human
form. Rather, this new force
shares common goals with the
historic form of anti-Semitism,
and hides its true colors by
preaching the opposite of hate:
love of human rights. The term
human rights, sadly, has become
a distasteful term among Israel
supporters because it has
become a guise for Palestinian
supporters to charge Israel with
gross violations of human rights,
conveniently overlooking their
own attitudes toward human
life. A prime example of this
occurred only a few years ago at
the Anti-Racism Conference in
Durban, South Africa.

Since I accept the premise
that most often anti-Zionism is a
guise for anti-Semitism (the only

I proceeded to ask him what
about the creation of the State of
Israel? Did he see it as illegal? He
couldn’t answer that. I asked him
how the country could have
come about illegally if it had been
recognized by the United
Nations. His next statement
truly shocked me. “Sure it did,”
he said with total mockery. He
did not believe, despite my insis-
tence, that on May 14 of 1948,
only days (hours in the case of
the United States) after David
Ben-Gurion declared the State of
Israel in the ancestral homeland
of the Jewish people, the United
Nations, including the Soviet
Union, recognized the new gov-
emment.

To be honest, most of my
confrontations with pro-
Palestinian factions have come
from volatile protests such as the

In all likelihood it is both lib-
erals blindly towing their party’s
line and strong anti-Semites who
are able to lead the masses astray
from the truth. Regardless, one
would not question whether a
Nazi guard in the concentration
camps was an anti-Semite, even
if he later claimed he had been
brainwashed or was simply fol-
lowing orders.The bottom line is
that if a person denies basic
human rights to only the Jews -
the right to live freely and with-
out fear for your life or thelives of
your children - then you are,
undoubtedly, an anti-Semite,
although you may be a dumb one.

I

The Observer wishes a hearty
mazel tov to Rachel Horn

and Jason Cyrulnik
on their recent marriage
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Bialystoker:All Are
Welcome

To the editors:

recent issue, they published my
answer next to my picture in
response to a different question.
They changed the question to,
“Do you believe the U.N. has the
right to condemn Israel about
the security fence?” My first
public appearance in the Stem
community, and they make me
look like a clueless fool In fact,
I have lots to say on this subject.
Do I agree that the U.N. has the
right to condemn Israel about
the security fence? No, I do not.
It’s just one more example of the
U.N. lacking any moral credibil'
ity at all (ask Idi Amin or Robert
Mugabe). The U.N. has never
been in favor of anything Israel
wants to do to improve
Palestinian living conditions.
Israel has been the most con-
demned nation in U.N. history.

Here’s a great example:
When Israel saw how quickly
the thousands of Arab refugees
multiplied to millions in only a
few decades, Israel began to
build housing projects so that
the refugees could live in normal
neighborhoods. The U.N. con-
demned them for violating
“International Law” by provid-
ing permanent housing for tern-
porary “refugees.” Here’s anoth-
er example: Hezbollah members
were randomly firing missiles
from their base in Lebanon,
which were landing in northern
Israel. In March of 1996, Israel
retaliated by firing missiles
directly into Hezbollah head-
quarters in Beirut. But they
missed. Instead of hitting the
terrorist headquarters, Israel hit
the United Nations headquar-
ters at Qana, Lebanon killing
one hundred. The U.N. claimed
outrage and forced Israel to pay
$1.7 million in damages, with-
draw from Lebanese soil, and of
course, the U.N. condemned
Israel’s attack. So now there
will be a fence. The U.N. thinks
it’s outrageous for Israel to
restrict the Palestinians to that
degree, but, as Charles
Krauthammer wrote in an
August article, “In America, we
build stretches of fence along
the Mexican border to prevent
foreigners from coming in to
take jobs. It takes a lot of audac׳
ity to demand that Israel stop
building a fence whose purpose
is to prevent foreigners from
coming in to commit mass mur-
der.” I’m sure you agree. And,
Yeshiva University, I agree too.
That said could you imagine me
telling the paper that “desperate
times call for desperate meas- •

ures” in support of the U.N.’s
condemnation of Israel yet again
because of this fence? No way!
There is no excuse for the mis'
use of my quote and the skewed
impression The Observer readers
got of me (my Ivrit teacher had a

Open debate on the Yeshiva campus:
Can it exist?

Support Our
Computers

To the editors:To the editors: gant to think that they are vigor-
ous supporters of Israel and that
men like Guy Grossman (who,
let me remind you,is a lieutenant
in the IDF) are not?

May our college continue to
be a home to pluralism and open
discussion and debate of ideas,
particularly about those issues
which are dearest to us. And
may this episode remind us all
that there is still a lot of work to
be done (even on this campus) in
our advocacy for Israel and
inspire us to expand our efforts
on behalf of our homeland.

The recent article by Dodi-
Lee Hecht beautifully portrayed
both the physical beauty and the
spiritual vibrancy of the
Bialystoker Synagogue. The
article truly captured how the
shul is both a link to past glories
and a key to the future of the
Lower East Side neighborhood.

A recently launched Torah
Umesorah project at our shul
may be of special interest to
Stem College students and
alumnae. Every Wednesday
morning, between 10:30 and
12:45, two dynamic speakers
present lectures on various top-
ics in Sefer Devarim, Sefer
Tehillim, and Sefer Shmuel Alef.
The program attracts about 150
women of all ages and back-
grounds from all around the
New York area.

This is a special and wel-
come addition to our many other
programs, which include four
daily Shacharis minyanim, Daf
Yomi, weekly classes for men
and women, junior congregation
and youth groups, sisterhood,
and many more activities. The
shul is proud to host scores of
groups, both local and interna-
tional, who come to tour our
sanctuary and be impressed by
the synagogue's grandeur.

Thank you again for a beau-
tiful article. It would be our
pleasure to host Stem students
for Shabbat so that they can see
the revitalized Lower East Side
first hand. Please call the syna-
gogue office at 212-475-0165.

I recently read your article
about the Israel Club's decision
not to host Guy Grossman as a
speaker. Shame on those that
protested his attendance and
thank you Shayndi Raice for
making some sense.

If college is not about the
exchange of differing ideas and
debating contrasting beliefs,
then what is it? What are we
here for if all we re going to do is
reinforce and reiterate the same
homogenous ideas that we have
been hearing our whole lives?

SCW Israel President Hindy
Poupko is quoted as saying that
'1 strongly believe that it is the
job of everyJew in the Diaspora,
and even more so a religiousJew
in Diaspora, to support the State
of Israel and more importantly
the Israeli government.’

Really? Not only don't I
believe that, I highly doubt that
you believe that. Of course I
believe that one of our greatest
responsibilities is to support the
State of Israel. But the govern-
ment? I don't think many reh-
gious American Jews were say-
ing that, above all else, we need
to support the Israeli govern-
ment when Yitzhak Rabin or
Ehud Barak were at the helm.
That's not what I heard. It is our

Aviva Balk (*Windows 95
and 98 to be Replaced with
Windows XP* Vol XLVX Issue
4) seems to imply that Microsoft
will be withdrawing support for
Windows 95 and 98 in the near
future. This however, is incor-
rect. While Microsoft will be
ending extended support for
Windows 95 and 98 Second
Edition (SE) onjanuary16, 2004,
both versions of Windows 98
finished the mainstream support
cycle almost a year and a half ago.
Windows 95, however, ended
the extended support phase
approximately two years ago on
December 31, 2001. Windows
Millennium will finish its
extended support phase on
December 31, 2004. All of this
information is publicly available
on Microsoft's website for inter-
ested parties.

The importance of security
updates cannot be minimized. If
a new vulnerability is found, the
only way to fix it is to apply a
patch. However, Microsoft will
no longer be offering these
patches for older versions of
Windows.

That leaves one option: pur-
chasing a new operating system
and that can mean purchasing a
new computer. As the dates
above show, students have had,
in some cases, more than two
years to make the switch.

All undergraduate students
have experienced what happens
when their peers on RESNET
have been infected with viruses
or worms. As the internet con-
nection slows to a crawl and as
files and reports are maliciously
deleted, students become upset
and frustrated. All of this can be
easily prevented by having an
operating system which is kept
up to date with security patches.
This year alone I have helped
dozens of students both on the
Wilf and Beren campuses who
have been infected with numer-
ous viruses and worms.
Students need to realize the
responsibility that having a com-
puter entails. That includes
security updates, and when the
vendor withdraws support for
the product, that means a new
operating system.

Avraham Sinensky, YC '04
News Editor,
The Commentator

To the editors:

Re: ‘Rabbi Wieder Hosts
Discussion Forum for Yeshiva
Students' (Nov. 5, 2003), Josh
Teplitsky's quote concerning
Rabbi Wieder's new discussion
forum, “It's nice that in YU there
can be events where concerned
members of the community can
come together to discuss impor-
tant issues' misses perhaps its
most telling aspect, namely, the
fact that it is conducted in a cafe
in Teaneck nowhere near YU. In
other words, Rabbis Wieder and
Blau could not find friendly
space on campus to screen
Trembling Before God and to
discuss the very real issue of
homosexuality within the
Jewish community with their
students. I am troubled by a cul-
tureon thevarious YU campuses
that attempts to block out per-
sonalities and issues that may
not be in lockstep with the mod-
em Orthodox mainstream.

The indefinite postpone-
ment of Lieutenant Guy
Grossman's visit is but another
instance of this unfortunate pat-
tern, as was Tikkun Magazine
founder Michael Lemer being
forced to speak in an off campus
cafe as opposed to being allowed
onto the campus proper last
year. Even more recently, signs
promoting a series of shiurim by
Yeshivat Chovevei Torah’s
Rabbi Dov Linzer (to be given a
block off campus, to wit) were
removed from the bulletin board
outside the main Beit Midrash

job toshowsupport for the prin-
ciples of Zionism and fight for
Israel's right to continue exist-
ing as aJewish homeland. But it
is not our job to blindly support
every one of Israel's policies just
because we are Jews and to
never question the Israeli gov-
emment the way a two-year-old
child

Sincerely,
Rabbi Zvi Romm RIETS '99
Rabbi, Bialystoker
Synagogue Rebbe, Isaac
Breuer College

MD or Bust or ...
More Choices

questions hisnever
mommy.

And as for Guy Grossman:
say what you want about his
politics and, if you so desire,
question his decisions. But do
not for a moment question his
love for and loyalty to the State
of Israel. The truth is, I have
never met the man, but his
resume speaks for itself. He was
a member of the IDF for over a
decade, reaching the rank of sec-
ond lieutenant. This is a man
who has put his life on the line
for his country and dedicated
the majority of his adult life to
serving and protecting the right
of a Jewish state in the land of
Israel. Though I don't support
his decision, it makes me proud
of Israel and the Jewish people
that he is one of us.

It's not so much the ration-
ale behind these students' argu-
ments that bothers me as much
as the hubris. Sure, most of us
went to study in Israel for the
year. Some of us even went for
two. And sure, we all buy our
Israel bonds, wave our flags
proudly at the Israeli Day
Parade, and if we are really com-
mitted, attend a rally every once
in a while. But I can't for the life
of me understand how students
on this campus could be so arro-

To the editors:
Recently, I read Reina

Roth's wonderful article ('MD
or Bust?...") about people who
desire to work within the
healthcare and medical profes-
sions, but then do not get into
their graduate school of choice.

While specific alternative
options were presented, I
noticed when discussing pro-
grams available on the east
coast, she mentioned only the

The Yeshiva community ‘osteopathic school' option
cannot afford to pretend as if the (located in New York, New
issues and discussions we are Jersey,
screening out do not exist and Massachusetts), leaving out
do not impact our world,and the those available for the aspiring
YU campus could well be the nurse practitioner. The reader-
'safest' venue we will ever have ship (on both campuses) would
for engaging and formulating be interested in knowing that
responses to them. We should there are, in fact, a number of
be taking better advantage.

within hours of being posted. Adam Steiner
Computer Science - YC '04

Florida, and

Misquoted Lack of
Support For Israel
To the editors:

A reporter fromThe Observer
came up to me at lunch about a
month ago and asked me how I
felt about the security fence sep-
arating the West Bank from the
rest of Israel. I responded:
“Desperate times call for desper-
ate measures.”

But, in the paper’s most

nurse practitioner degree pro-
grams available in the NY area
a l o n e , ( a t A d e l p h i ,
SUNY/Binghamton,NYU ,
C o l u m b i a , P a c e ,
SUNY/Downstate, Stony Brook
and University of Rochester).

fit).
Shoshi Butler, SCW 06Avraham Bronstein YC '03

BRGS '04 RIETS '05

Menachem Butler, YC *05

י־-:•
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OP-EDS
E D I T O R I A L S
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R e i s - G u y :
W h a t s o n Y a e l R e i s m a n s m i n d?
: Vk;.'• ׳'•׳־׳ :. I l#tB IS ®SiSS 'MSB. . - . . - י

'A N D
Apparently, when the stu- due to their inherent, shall we

the same question: which bum- dent body needs a quick acerbic say realistic tone. There would
ing topic should I address? line about a misspelled flyer cir- be no1,000 word diatribe on the
Should I write about something culating the building, the latest extremely poor elevator eti-
school related? Should I passion- Five Towns schtick,and especial- quette SCW students practice
ately dissect some esoteric pop ly the YU Hanukkah concert, I religiously. I would not address
culture phenomenon at the risk am the go-to guy. After some the complete disregard for per-
of looking like a complete psycho mild introspection I came to the sonal space students have for one
and losing most of my reader- following conclusion. Sure, I’m another, when crammed into the
ship? (Hi Mom.) Since beginning technically a critic, but can’t a three tiny influenza infested
on this fabulous journey that is critic comment on the good as cages which shuttle us daily. I

would have to restrain myself
With this revelation I began from writing about how the

it sounds, thinking of this month’s column, most efficient and intelligent
Sometimes the problem lies in I suddenly had an immense way to get on an elevator, is to let
thefact that I have too manysub- desire to write something those departing, depart before
jects to rant about, but this extremely positive. I wanted to invading the immense elevator
month was quite different. I compose a manifesto of opti- floor space. As difficult as it is, I
couldn’t find anything to say. mism; a beacon of joy that would would have to let this go.

Where the Reis Guy of yore
would have written an entire

Every month I am faced with

O P I N I O N S18
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Yeshiva’s Mental Health
the Reis Guy, I have come to real- well as the bad?
ize that choosing a topic is a lot
harder than

The country has witnessed a surge in suicides among college
students. Suicides cut across class lines, pervading race, religion
and affecting all ethnic groups. Ironically, the widespread rate of
suicide underscores the common problems all college students may
face - from severe mental illness to inability to cope with stress.
In this sense, the cohesive world of OrthodoxJewry both conforms
to these universal problems while also maintaining a unique differ-
ence. As an institution of this group, Yeshiva must seek to address
these dual concerns.

Currently, Yeshiva administrators are working to create a men-
tal health center, employing our own licensed psychiatrists to pre-
scribe necessary medication. Such a center would bring us on par
with other major universities, which provide students with on cam-
pus clinical care for mental illness. Mental illness does not discrimi-
nate between religions, and Yeshiva’s current efforts are to be
applauded.

Additionally, one must recognize both the advantages and con-
straints imposed by Orthodoxy. The closeJewish network and
mentality promote medical attention to even the most minor dis-
crepancies. Yet the social stigmas of noncompliance often prevent
ailing students from risking alienation by seeking mental help.
Yeshiva, seeking to overcome these barriers, will make its mental
health center a campus facility, located off the campus site, and
completely confidential. This move reflects an acute awareness of
the facts and will hopefully materialize next year.

Here’s why.
It has come to my attention campus wide,

that I have come to be known as

inspire Braveheart-like sprints

My newfound cheerfulness column condemning the stu-
quite the Negative Nelly here on led me to chuck a variety of dents’ unabashed disclosure to
the Beren (thank you!!) Campus, potential subjects immediately continued on page6

T h e Shabbat Rabbi:
Do We Need a Man When

There Are Capable Women?
what I understand, in reality the the most effective Shabbat envi-
purpose is not really to have a ronment? To meet this objective,
rabbi at SCW, but rather to ere- it seems most appropriate that

As I registered for my final ate a family environment on our the Shabbat rabbis’ wives be
semester, I began to contemplate campus. Hence, the college more involved. This can be
my feelings toward SCW. While prefers to hire married men with accomplished in a variety of

ways:offering a shiur (lecture) on
Given that objective, I am Shabbat, giving a dvar torah at the

entire student body, I came left with a more basic question, meal, or leading the Friday night
across one issue in my mind, that Why are the wives not taking a program,

though extremely small, I find it more active role when this is a
very telling about the institution women’s college or given such required to take a rigorous
and student body as a whole: the positions in the first place? Is speech course so that the women

our institution trying to say that of SCW can go out into the
I am happy that SCWfinally women are not capable of assum- world and present themselves as

found a Shabbat Rabbi after try- ing these responsibilities as well intelligent, capable women,

ing fruitlessly to recruit someone as men? Currently, both wives of What kind of message does it
who would commit to the posi- the Shabbat rabbis are recent send that our own college does

SCW graduates. Do we not trust not encourage this particular
Eventually, they found two their education enough to hire behavior within its own four

men who were willing to take them to give a dvar Torah (speech walls?
the position in September, on the weekly Torah portion) on
However, to put it mildly, this Shabbat.
position is absurd. They are
called “Shabbat rabbis;” howev- does our college have in the pie; however, why do we seek to
er, neither of the two men filling women it graduates if it feels hire men for a job that there are
it are actually ordained. From that men must be hired to create plenty of capable women to fill?

By Shoshana Chaneles

I do not think that all of my children,

thoughts are relevant to the

The Gift of Language
At SCW every student isThe naming of the Midtown Campus is a huge step towards

acknowledging the importance of SCW in the world that is Yeshiva.
While the Wilf Campus was named not two years ago, it continues
to be refered to as the Main Campus.SCW should not be seen as
holding a second class status (or third or fourth) to Yeshiva’s other
schools.

Shabbat Rabbi.

President RichardJoel has expressed his dislike of the terms
“YU and Stem.” Such terms used by the students on both campuses
imply that YC is the main college of Yeshiva University while SCW
is a separate entity.

The fact is that both Yeshiva College and Stem College together
represent the undergraduate schools of Yeshiva University.

The same can be applied to the language refering to the campus-
es. We can finally change the language of the “Main Campus and the
Midtown Campus.” We are now, proudly, the Israel Henry Beren
Campus.

tion over the summer.

I know that the men cur-
rently hired to be the Shabbat

What type of confidence rabbis are wonderful, able peo-
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A Suggestion For Shabbat: Try HASC
last year, he mentioned that dur-
ing college, he was a Shabbat
counselor at a Hebrew Academy

“What should I do for for Special Children (HASC)
Shabbat this weekend?" is a group home on a monthly basis,

familiar and commonly asked My naive response was, “But isn’t
question by many of us here at HASC a summer camp?” Avi
SCW. For those of us who are then proceeded to explain that
ahead of the game and plan in HASC is a large organization
advance, it might look more like, that does much more than pro-
“So what should I do in a month vide fun in the sun. Like Petah
from now when I have an open- Tikvah, Women’s League and
ing in my schedule?” Yet, in Beis Ezra, HASC runs several
whatever shape, form, or fashion group homes year round which
this question appears, it will provide assisted living condi-
undoubtedly face many of us at tions for men and women who
some point or another.

Especially for those of us live independently. These IRAs
from out of town who can’t just (Individual
hop on the 167 Newjersey Alternatives) are federally fund-
Transit bus from Port Authority ed, and they also provide the res-
and go home to Bergenfield for idents, called consumers, with
Shabbat, myself not included, structured daily programs and
However, to quote the Almighty, activities. When the consumer is
Imo Anochi Batzara- and therefore, capable, they will even find a job
I try to the best of my ability to for them, such as bagging gro-
understand the plight of my fel- ceries at a local supermarket,

low classmates, floor-mates, The goal of these programs is to
crowded elevator mates (you fill help the consumers function to
in the blank), and to put myself the best of their abilities and be
in the shoes of those who, week productive members of society,

after week, have to find a place
for Shabbat. It is for that reason was where Avi came in.
that I am writing this article - to Basically, every Shabbat, 4-5
offer a possible answer to the Orthodox college aged coun-
aforementioned question.

While discussing this issue atmosphere for the consumers,

with my cousin, Avi Goldenberg, The counselors are responsible

for running the seudot Shabbat
(meals), taking the consumers to
synagogue and ensuring the
overall safety of the residents.
Aside from being a rewarding
experience for the counselors,
the impressive salary of approxi-
mately $200 per Shabbat is defi-
nitely an added bonus to the
package deal.

That night, Avi planted this
creative and interesting idea in
my head. It finally came to
fruition when, over the summer,
I started working as a Shabbat
counselor in the I and 28̂
women’s home. Furthermore, I
took training courses at the
HASC Day-Hab Center to
receive AMAP, CPR and First
Aid certification. Not only did I
get to leam the Heimlich maneu-
ver and practice on little Annie,
but I was even paid to do so.
Who could ask for anything
more?

example, the second time I
worked at the home was Shabbat
Shuva, the Shabbat in between
Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur.
One of the passages from the
Haftara portion contains the
words, Kechu imachcm devarim
veshuvu el Hashem” and, like many
other verses from Torah, has
been coined into a popular song.
Considering the relative simplic-
ity of the song in comparison to
others, we decided to teach this
short and sweet song to our con-
sumers. So we sang it on Friday
night, and then again on Shabbat
day, and then again at Seudah
Shelishit. It didn’t get boring in
the slightest, because the more
we reviewed the song, the more
the women participated. We
explained the concept of
Teshuva andforgiveness to them,
and, to whatever degree they
were capable, they understood.

A similar story occurred that
same Shabbat. After lunch, one
of the consumers who is famous
for her extensive Torah knowl-
edge sat down next to me with
one of her favorite books - a col-
lection of midrashim. Time and
time again, she requested that I
read aloud the story of Rabbi
Akiva. She would point to the
words and excitedly read along
with me as Rabbi Akiva
described the eternity of the

burning Torah to his students.
Her obsession with being a true
servant oy God is inspirational to
all who meet her.

In summary, it’s not just the
free food or the wonderful
Brooklyn neighbors (or even
Avenue J, surprisingly enough)
which draws me to Avenue I and
28th every several weeks. As
much as I love meeting the mis-
sionizing natives on the subway,
I have further reason (believe it
or not) for trekking to Brooklyn
every so often. Working at the
home helps me actualize certain
abilities that I never expressed
before, and provides me the
opportunity to perform charity
in a unique way.

I’m just a regular girl like
anybody else who happened to
have an informative older cousin
clue me in to one of Brooklyn’s
best kept secrets. So, please con-
sider me your “Avi” in the respect
that you too are now fortunate to
know about this wonderful
opportunity. And so, with this
tiny glimpse into what working
at a HASC home is like, I encour-
age you to strongly consider
what your answer next week
will be to the question, “What
should I do for Shabbat?”

By Riva Preil

would otherwise be unable to

Residential

Overall, working in the
home is an extremely meaningful
yet challenging job. Fortunately,

I have several friends working
together with me in the home
which enhances the experience.
I’m not going to lie and say that
it’s all peaches and cream, and
that I love every second of it.
However, the overwhelming
benefits make working at the
home well worthwhile. For

The assisted living clause

selors come and create a Shabbat

would also have to be nixed. I such as the way President istration? Who is interested to ored for her generous philan-
would not be able to express my Richardjoel and Co. have revital- read page after page about how thropic work? No. Instead we
sheer resentment at those, who ized the university in ways that Facilities Management has com- choose to focus on her infamous
while not actually touching their truly affect the average student’s pletely made themselves over home movie collection.
Wilf/Beren counterpart, they do life on a day to day basis. There into a group of helpful and con- Reporters don’t write about the

professors far and wide that they not act ^ a ma1mer which is aren’t enough words of praise to siderate problem solvers? positive because people simply
simply do not read the assigned appropriate for a common, pub- bestow upon YC Senior Dave Obviously a campus brief do not want to read about it.
texts, the new, hopeful me would j ĉ recreation area. The new and Weinberg who has single hand- updating the students on these People are not attracted to the
have to pass. I would not discuss improved columnist would not edly revived the long time aban- sorts of matters is useful, but for good and the virtuous. We want
how utterly embarrassing it is to be ab!e to note how if said cou- doned WYUR. (Sure, some stu- me to devote my monthly news- to see the dirty and disgraceful,

sit in a class where students bla- p!es actuany did make physical dent leaders have elected to use paper space to written standing
contact they would cease and their time on the air as yet anoth- ovations does not behoove you or society as a whole decided that

material being taught, the desist their behavior immediate- er soapbox from which to pontiff me. Perhaps this speaks poorly the uncomplimentary is equiva-
instructor who works tirelessly jy Upon another’s entering the icate, but heck, what is this col- about our culture in that we are lent with the interesting and
to present the material, and to
the other students in the class

continued from page5

Somewhere along the way.tantly show no respect to the

room, but because intensely umn anyway?) obsessed with and even thrive on noteworthy, at the expense of
amorous staring contests among I also realized that I could negativity. making the positive no longer

who truly are interested in the otJ1er fun games and activities spend hundreds of words Why is it that we five in a something of interest. And while
subject. I would not be able to prove t0 be contact-free, there describing the enormously culture that spends billions of this might not be righteous, it is
write about how if one does not seems to be nothing wrong in diverse student population we dollars on tabloids which give the society we have created for
do the assigned reading, one carrying them out for the world have here at SCW and how gen- detailed accounts of every mis- ourselves and come to embrace,

should have enough sechel to not tosee uinely important it is to appreci- step celebrities make? The That beingsaid, please remember
ask questions and make com- With those topics shelved, I ate them. And as I read these paparazzi and other media leech- just what it is that the general
ments, which clearly illustrate resigned myself to finding a mat- brief spurts of optimism, it hit es dedicate their lives to follow- readership finds riveting and
just how little reading she has ter which I could praise to the me: boring. ing people around in the hopes of worthwhile. You don’t really
d°ne- hilt. Something that I could I’ll be honest with you folks, catching them doing something want me to write nice things.

The tirade on the inappro- speak highly of with utmost sin- Even more boring than writing illegal, mean spirited, and best of You like me the way I am and
priate male/female behavior in cerity ^surprisingly, it was nice things, is reading them, all, crass,

the residence hall lounges that I not too difficult to come up with Who wants to read about the Does the public find it inter-had considered writing about some truly praiseworthy things merits of our faculty and admin- esting when Paris Hilton is hon-

wouldn’t have me any other way.
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Y o u r P r e s i d e n t s
you here and embrace the fact excellence merely because we are
that you value your rights as a women.Anat Barber, SCWSC President

The message here is not a
er down your spine. I can see article who studies in SCW is behalf of yourself. Because you combative call for warfare
already the faces of many Beren perhaps not a soldier on the happen to be a woman, this cause against the ‘heinous male domi-
Campus inhabitants as they frontlines of the battle of femi- is called feminism. Don’t allow nated society’. I merely beseech
recoil toward the opposite comer nism, but you are definitely reap- yourself to be shamed by a title that each of you be historically
in the proverbial “ring״ so as not ing the rewards of those prede- that we as a community have conscious enough to recognize
to ally themselves with the camp cessors who worked toward that marginalized to the point of non- the absolutely unique opportuni-
of the Feminist, (not to mention end. Sorah Shneerer would sure- acceptance. Being a feminist is ty afforded to women at this
the grimace on the faces of our ly have a gripe if she heard the not only about reading the Torah time, in our university in particu-
Wilf Campus counterparts-oops women of SCW renouncing in public settings or vying to be lar. Be proud enough torecognize
I didn’t hear that). I often find themselves from their alliance ordained as a rabbi, though the your role in the continually
myself on the opposing comer of with a movement that aims to Shabbat accountants who make unfokiing history of halakhically-
that very same arena, and I ask advance women’s status in cer- Kiddush do give us some battles conscious women who knew
myself what put me there. After tain areas of society. Each time still left not fought. It is merely when to “push the envelope” and
much thought I realized that you enter the doors of a universi- the coinciding of a demand for stand for themselves for the sake
instead of our boxing match ty devoted solely to the advance- human rights with the fact that of the entire community. Rise to
emerging with one victorious ment of women’s education you you have two “x” chromosomes, this challenge, empower your-
party, let’s work instead as spar- make a bold statement. You are We need only to realize that our selves and your peers and work
ring partners who learn from telling the world the value of desire is to be regarded for all together with me toward a

that we have to offer, intellects- stronger student population.
Each time you approach a ally, emotionally, and socially,

hate to tell you but..." In this case voting booth, or purchase a piece We must be willing to assert
I will say quite the opposite, I am of property in your name, be ourselves, and not tolerate less
eager to tell you, “You are a femi- thankful to the women who got than 100% of our efforts and

SCW this word may send a shiv- nist.” Every woman reading this human being enough to work on

Women of SCW, after three
months of conversing via news-
paper columns I believe it is time
that I shared with you a personal
experience. It is time I talked
about that day a few years ago
when I first experienced a revela-
tion that left me almost fright-
ened with myself, though unnec-
essarily so.

Yes, you guessed it, it was
the first time I used the “f” word,
and I remember the stinging feel-
ing it left inside me. That’s right,
“feminist” - there, I said it. For
many of my counterparts in

each other. educated women.
Round1: The saying goes, “I

The Observer
Let us take a step back for a them to be ordinary or mundane,

moment and think about the dif- I think, though, that the essence
ferent berachot that we say on of what the Maharal is trying to A T * _| _ T T
Hanukkah. Every night as we convey is that miracles should V T IS I 1 tvS tjL I I tJL I ל \/
light the candles as well as in she- not be classified exclusively as J7 XT J
monci esrei we thank God for the supernatural occurrences.This is

As we find ourselves in the miracles that took place - exactly what this bracha is trying 111 1
midst of this Hanukkah holiday, “Bayamim Hahem,Bazman Hazaeh" - to remind us. We are constantly I—I Q ־|ן11\7 l/ Q H t" M F*
I would like toshare this thought “In tll0se days, at this time.” looking for a huge miracle to JL xCA.llLUA.1A.CA11 LU LliV
with you. We are all very familiar exactly are we really say- come and save us when in reality,
with the miracles that took place in8 when we recite these words? we miss all the “smaller” miracles
at this time many years ago. The Maharal suggests that when on the way. ך-ייי T 7 1 ״
There was the famous battle we liSht the menorah on This Hanukkah I hope that I ־־1 T“1TP Y PC|11\^Q
between the large Greek army Hanukkah we are not only we are all able to take a moment u׳J. ־

_
V-u

and the small Jewish army and acknowledging the miracles that to reflect and think about the
the Jews miraculously were able to°k place then but also the mir- miracles that happen in our daily
to defeat the Greeks. At the same ades that take place each and lives. n m ־1ןי־ן f -T j
time there was also the miracle of every day in our lives. V^UllllllLilliL VOften, as we engage in our J

l i s a 6 r u n d m a n , T A C P r e s i d e n t
behind all of these miracles? look these miracles and deem

V

%

the oil, which lasted for eight
days. So, what is the meaning daily activity, we tend to over-
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O n C a m p u s
Back to School Program For SCW Alumnae

Takes Place , Despite Snow
continued from front page

that both Dean Karen Bacon and
Rabbi Dr. Ephraim Kanarfogel
would be unable to attend.
Bacon, scheduled to address the
alumnae at lunch, became ill,
while Kanarfogel, one of the class
lecturers and the hopeful fill-in
for Bacon, was stuck in gridlock
traffic due to the snow and was
unable to make it to the event on
time.

Day, the firstJubilee event which
was held in November, was
extremely successful. The associ-
ation meets about four times a
year to work on its various pro-
grams, including the Belkin and
Revel awards for YC and SCW
graduates and a new Shabbat
hospitality program, through
which current students can
spend Shabbat in different
neighborhoods staying with
SCW alumnae.

*We need to make the alum-
nae feel like they’re still part of
the Stem mishpacha (family),”

Saltzman noted.
A list of upcoming alumni

events distributed at the Back to
School gathering included 15
upcoming meetings, festivals and
lectures for the 2004 year. There
was an overwhelming response
by the alumnae to the idea of
another back to school event in
the spring.

“We’re all so happy to be
associated with Stem and to be
working with it because we had
such a positive experience,” said
Kessel. “I mean, that’s why we
send our children there. It has
evolved in so many nice ways.”

supposed to provide the option of you is that even as there are
of hearing a session by improvements happening daily,
Kanarfogel or the history depart- in all areas, what we’d like to
ment’s Dr. Jeffrey Freedman, on have from our alumni is really
“The Affair of the Poisoned just pride and support of our
Communion Wine and the institution,” came Kanarfogel’s
European Enlightenment." Due voice through the black speaker-
to the circumstances, Freedman phone in the center of the table,

found himself with a full class- He noted that SCW still remains

and the recent addition of two
renowned educators, Dr. Jay
Ladin (English), and Dr. Joseph
Luders (political science).

Alumnae also addressedcon-
cems that there are only a few
lucrative professions, and there-
fore majors, for women to choose
from, while many of them end up
unhappy with their careers
down the line. The alumnae
encouraged one another to
attack this issue by coming in
and speaking to undergraduates
about what they are doing pro-
fessionally, to inspire students to
pursue fields that are often neg-
lected.

room. Linda Stock (’81), presi- somewhat of an unknown phe-
dent of the association, described nomenon as an example of a
Freedman’s session as “enlight- school that has top Jewish and
ening,” recognizing a still-pres- seevilar studies from which stu-
ent thirst for learning among the dents go out into the world and
women, even though the histori- succeed. “Even as daily we are
cal subjects of the class were not improving, adding, fixing, doing,
necessarily those they would there is a pride that carries us
have otherwise pursuedin a class over.”
setting.

Saltzman’s quick thinking
and the on campus technical and
maintenance staff member-
shelped with a solution.
Necessary preparations were
made in the seventh floor confer-
ence room for a live phone con-
ference with Kanarfogel, direct
from his home in Teaneck

The five-hour event was
divided into five time slots. After
registration and refreshments,
alumnae chose from two 45
minute classes. Dr. David Shatz,
of the philosophy department,
lectured
Reflections on Terrorism,” while
Dr. Michelle Levine, from the
Bible department, gave a class
titled “Hanukkah: A Celebration
of the Torah Sheh B’al Peh.”

A second class period was

Among the issues the alum-
“I think it’s important to nae raised were the concerns,

maintain contact with alumni," that for a school ranked among
Freedman said, mentioning that the top 50 in the nation by US.
two of the women present had News and World Report, there are
been his students, and one had not enough teachers in each
worked with him. “They seemed department. Therefore, students
very enthusiastic and respon- majoring in a specific subject are
sive.”

The Back to School day
ended with a guided tour of the
Beren Campus by senior Sefi
Kraut. “It was a way for the
alumni to come back and see
what Stem has turned into after
all these years,” she said. “The
changes are amazing, and I think
it was interesting for the alum-
nae to come back and see what
Stem has turned into andwhat it
has to offer.”

The Stem Alumnae
Association is responsible for
producing numerous events for
the SCW community. Family

really majoring in a specific
The attendees enjoyed a buf- teacher. Kanarfogel affirmed the

fet lunch, provided by Yeshiva concern and assured that the
food services before joining the school was working to further
group phone forum with improve an “already stellar facul-

ty,” specifically mentioning the
“The message that the Dean long time presence of the English

[Bacon] and I want to give to all department’s Dr. Carole Silver

about “Jewish

Kanarfogel.

)®BPPromotions For Braun,
Hait and Kraut of the

Office for Student Affairs

.

.

Want to put your writing
skills to good use?has been positive. Elysia

Rothenberg, SCW senior and a
Brookdale Hall resident advisor,
feels that the promotions are a
positive change and looks for- j
ward to the innovations that s

they will bring. “The promotions
are well deserved and long over-
due,” said Rothenberg. “These 1
women give so much to the I
school - an important part of
Stem College is not only the aca-
demies but community as well,
and these women are the ones
who facilitate that. They are Mi
always around, making sure that
things are running as they §§g

to the choice of promotion at this should, they are there if a student
point in time. “This decision is a is having a bad^they1iscen to
part of the extra emphasis that her prob1ems< they plan breaks
the new administration has been r . 111

AV

H
m
Come work lot The Observer!
AÓ

:

We are looking for staff
writers, layout, photography,

and copy editing staff

Looks great on a resume!

w
Zelda Braun,associate dean of student

continued from back page A

the new administration has been for fjna!s and are generally 1
placing on student affairs,” said thoughtful and there for stu-
Nulman. We have been asked dents. They are the ones who |
to put together strategy propos- 100k^us ״
als, and the intent is to add peo- While Rothenberg and oth-pie on who can offer more servic- ers feel they have benefited from
es Braun, Hait and Kraut’s services,

Nulman listed improved she looks forward to seeing an
mental health services among the expansion of the office for
new plans that he is beginning to dent affairs at SCW. “I definite-
formulate. “These promotions ly think the students could bene-
are based on merit,” according to fit toma mental health center in
Davis. “We wanted to give

stu-

א
some form,” she said. And

recognition to these people, but Nubnan agrees We״ are opti-
we are also in the process now of mistic that things^move for,
putting together strategic plans ward^a positive way ״
for the future.”

Contact us at obscrvcr@yu.cdu
The general feeling among

students about the promotions
HRi
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to as broad an audience as possi-
ble,” said Rabbi Dr. Jacob J.
Schacter, dean of the
Soloveitchik Institute.

Consisting of 10 panels that
include collected pictures, docu-
ments and quotes, the exhibit
focuses on different aspects of
the former REITS Rosh
Yeshiva’s influence, such as his

Traveling
Soloveitchik

Exhibit
Comes to SCW

Kanarfogel Creates New Course
Based on Penn Research

more simplistic levels such as
Rashi and Rashbam, with those
whose explanations are regarded
as more in depth levels of inter-
pretation based on class discus-
sions and the students’ individ-
ual research.

Students enrolled in the
course will learn, prepare, pres-
ent, and will observe the details
of intellectual history while trac-
ing the history of the simple level
of biblical interpretation.

Kanarfogel also noted that
the honors course he previously
conducted touched slightly on
this subject matter, and students
expressed interest in further
analysis and study of the materi-

By Miriam Shapiro

In a continuing effort to
expand and enrich curriculum,
the SCW administration has
added a recently developed hon-
ors course to its Jewish History
department, to be given next
semester. The course, based on
the research of SCWs Chair of
the Rebecca Ivry Department of
Judaic Studies, Dr. Ephraim
Kanarfogel, is designed to be
conducted like a seminar and is
an in depth study of Biblical
Exegesis in Medieval Ashkenaz.

“The course is an integration
between the two disciplines of
bible and history,focusing on the
commentaries associated with
the Pshat level of interpretation,”
noted Dr. Kanarfogel. “There is a
demand for this kind of integra-
tion in biblical study.”

Students will be expected to
complete a significant amount of
preparation for the course. The
preparation requirement is par-
ticularly appropriate for SCW
students, who generally have
considerable background in bib-
heal interpretation. Kanarfogel,
who will conduct the seminar,
explained that the honors pro-
gram exists as the proper venue
for which he can successfully
orchestrate the course in the
high level, rigorous manner he
desires.

By Adrianne Eichen

position as a leader, his vision
and his family life. According to
exhibit developer, Sarah Morris,
the layout of the exhibit is an
essential component of the proj-
ect. “We did not want it [the
exhibit] to be a linear, chrono-
logical exhibit.We tried tobreak
it down into the different roles much they knew going in, all the
the Rav played in his life,” said students were able to gain from
Morris. “One of the things the the exhibit.”
exhibit shows is the complexity Dean Karen Bacon felt that it
of the life he led.”

The exhibit, which is exhibit to be c«1 display at SCW
because of the Rav’s involvement
with the school. “His influence

As the women of SCW
return to school after winter
break with a resumed vitality
and thirst for an infusion of dual
department knowledge, they
will be offered the opportunity
to catch a glimpse into the life
and times of one of the most
prominent and influential pio-
neers of Yeshiva’s coined ideolo-
gy, Torah U’Madda. SCW will
host a traveling exhibit launched
by the Brookline, Mass., based
Joseph B. Soloveitchik Institute
in honor of the 10th anniversary
of Soloveitchik’s death and 100tb

The Soloveitchik institute is bringing pictures
like the one above to the Beren Campus as part

of a travelling exhibit
his own level. No matter how

extremely important for the
al.

“Students really enjoyed it
and wanted to continue the
study,” he said. “This is cutting
edge material."

In addition, Kanarfogel com-
mented that SCW students have
a unique ability to examine this
kind of material more successful-
ly than other studentsengaged in
this form of study because of
theirJewish background.

“Our students can do this
kind of work as well as students
in other places,” he said. “They
can read the texts well and make
good sense of it.”

Kanarfogel said that the
course is an excellent entree for
graduate programs and advance
study in Tanach. He is thankful
that the university grants him
the opportunity to employ his
research in a class that can
award students a highly intellec-
tual experience and education
while simultaneously preparing
them for their future. “The abili-
ty to allow our faculty to teach in
their areas of expertise and pub-
lication is a great advantage for
our students,” he said.

presently circulating in New
Jersey, has received largely posi-
tive feedback. Rabbi Jonathan on this institution is truly pro-
Knapp, assistant principal of found,” she said. Bacon believes
Yavneh Academy in Paramus, the exhibit will be a valuable
N.J., the exhibit’s current home, opportunity for the students. “I
felt it was important for the ele- would kke to give students an
mentary school to host the intimacy and immediacy to the
exhibit. “It’s important for our Rav’s legacy.”
students to identify with the
ideals and goals of Modern awaiting the exhibit’s arrival.
Orthodoxy,” said Knapp. “The י*1“ important for Stem to
Rav was influential in bringing enlighten girls about the
these ideas to the forefront of founders and leaders of our own
American and world Jewry.” lifestyles and beliefs,” said SCW

Rebecca

birthday, which took place last
year.

The exhibit, which will
reach various synagogues and
schools in communities across
the country, will be on display in
the Norman F.Levy Lobby on the
Beren Campus at the end of
January.

Students are also eagerly

The exhibit is part of a major
campaign consisting of numer-
ous publications, lectures and
conferences designed to help
spread the works of the Rav (as
Soloveitchik is called by his stu-
dents). “The goal of the traveling
exhibit, as wefi as all of the other

Knapp is extremely satisfied junior
w i t h t h e students’ Sophomore Tehilla Stepansky
response.“Depending on their agrees. “It’s a good opportunity
background, some students to learn about such an important
knew a tremendous amount figure in theJewish world.”

Stone.

programs initiated by the Rabbi
Soloveitchik Institute this past
year, is to spread knowledge
about the Rav and his teachings

“This is not meant to deprive
other students, but the honors
forum makes it appropriate and
gives me the route to accomplish
all that I hope to,” said
Kanarfogel.

Using printed material and
manuscripts, Kanarfogel hopes
to develop with the class differ-
ent comparisons between the
commentaries, remarking on

about the Rav and some knew
relatively little,” he explained.
“The beauty of the exhibit is it
was able to teach every child at

Security Creates New Training Program
tinuedfrom back page centers are named for John million people in the United

gency possibilities such as fires, Peoneiel, the chief of security at States and Canada. With the
storms, bomb threats and the World Trade Center who NYPD and FDNY busy through-

died as a result of 9/11. “He gave out Manhattan, the response
snow
other types of terrorism.

Part of the training includes me a fot °f incentive,” said unit was equipped to handle the
classes and lectures given by McNamee, who not only attend- emergency well on both campus-
experienced emergency instruc- ed college with Peoneiel, but es. “The dedication of the black-
tors, such as city officials from attended many training seminars out volunteers got great reviews
NYPD and FDNY, and McNamee with him as weU• Emergency from administration," said
himself, who served in the armed reflective vests, helmets, goggles, McNamee.
forces for six years, worked for lights, dust masks, water and
the police department for 20 nourishment for responders are ing is never over. McNamee con-
years and has been at Yeshiva for kept in supply in the EOCincase tinues to give emergency
more than 13 years. of an emergency. response courses throughout the

According to Patrick Crudo, Emergencies are classified year and keeps responders
operations coordinator, “we give into a 10 code system, explained updated on useful information
them additional on the job train- McNamee, with fires as the most regarding other emergency situa-
ing.” This holds true for all seal- serious under a code one and tions that have taken place, and
rity guards working on Yeshiva civd disorders on the Yeshiva how to prevent these instances
campuses, not just the campus as a code ten. Other pos- from occurring on the YU cam-
Emergency Response Unit. sit|le emergencies include snow pus.

The emergency responders storms, bomb threats, criminal According to McNamee,

must go through practice ses- acts and power failures. Yeshiva’s emergency response
sions in which campus buildings “We have t0 ** able to help units are the only emergency
are shut down to represent a fire ourselves,” asserted McNamee. “I responders in the metropolitan
or blackout and the teams exhib- [tbe emergency response
it how they would handle the sit- unitlwas needed- «ad in this day
uation given a building full of and age when so many acts could one life, it’s all worth it,” said
people happen, we’ll be the first on the McNamee. “We have to be on-

Yeshiva now has three scene, and we may beon our own guard, because as YU, we’re
Emergency Operation Centers for awhile until help can come.” known worldwide.”

This past summer, Yeshiva,
along with the rest of the city,
faced the major blackout that
wiped out electricity affecting 50

SCW Student Attacked
on Beren Campus

Security guards recently Trugman saw a security guard
came to the aide of a student standing outside and began
who was attacked aud chased screaming for help. The man
outside of the Windsor Court chasing her saw security, then
residence. “It all happened so took off running in the opposite
fast,” said Chani Trugman, the direction.
SCW senior who was assaulted “Security was awesome,”
at the back entrance of Windsor declared Trugman. “t really felt
on 32nd street. Trugman their genuine concern, and they
explained that she saw the were very official about it ”

“skeahy lookingguy’asshe was Sccuri*y had Trugman give a
talking to her roommate, a little Ascription of the suspect and
before 10 o’clock at night. She Wc a report. They then called
clearly remembers that she did

want: any interaction with P°»cc report, Trugman drove

mierp«u«g wu« her room- To d»t. Trugman is in con-
mate, with both bands occupied, tact rhe police department,
“I looked up just in time to sec hut no suspect has been arrest-
him lunging towards me with cd- s ^31T to think that
his whole body,” recalled at 10 o’clock at night,oh a street
Trugman. “Then he shoved me 1 w3Uc c״310 every day and every
towards the street.” "ighr, that if I hadn’t had the

Trugman pushed the man strength or stiehtJ (thought) to
off of her and took off running י1130*11 d if security hadn t been
toward rhe 215 Lexington build- outside, what could’ve hap-
mg. Upon reaching the building, pened?” said Trugman.

Emergency response train-

area.

“My motto is, if we. can save

(EOC); one on the Wilf Campus,
29tb street and Parkone at

Avenue, and one at the Benjamin
N. Cordozo Law School. The
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In Your Own Words New Judaics Center at SCW Offers Help to Students

Sarah KupfersteinOn Your Campus
A Student Judaic Studies

Center, created to help students
with difficulty in Judaic classes,
has been formed by SCW stu-
dents.The Center is based on the
Writing Center in format and
purpose, is geared to assisting
students with theirJewish stud-
ies assignments.

"We want people to have a
place to get their questions
answered,’ said Navah

Has the Norman F. Levy Lobby enhanced your
campus life in any way?

Ayda Rottman '04
I think it is attractive, so ir

enhances the aesthetics of the cam -
pus, I like the trees. But I haven't
used the room at all yet.

Juniors Sarah Ncmzcr and Malka KrupkaatJudaicaCenter

student staff members present at approached Dr. Ephraim
all times who are fluent in Kanarfogel, chairman of the
Hebrew and capable of answer- Jewish Studies department,
ing fellow students’ questions.’If Rabbi Shlomo Hochberg,
the demand grows, we will Mashgiach Ruchani, and Braun,
extend our staff," explained for advice and help with the
Rosensweig.

The concept of the Judaics a good idea and that Stern was

m Rosensweig,an SCWsenior who
heads theJudaics Center. "Many
people are coming and they seem
really happy to be able to come."
The Center provides assistance
for all Judaic topics, and is
intended for those on an interme- Center was created by the Torah lacking in this area,־ said
diate and lower level of learning; Ushma Club> a TAC sponsored Rosensweig.
though all are welcome. dub concerned with Jewish The response to the center

The Center has been well learnin8 on the SCW campus, has been overwhelmingly posi-
received by the administration. The club was formed bY a tive- י1 reaUY erW helPing other

of friends, known by its partici- people with trouble they're hav-
pants as the ‘Thursday night ing," said Sarah Nemzer, an SCW
seder," who would gather weekly junior, who volunteers as a staff
on Thursday nights to have a member at the Judaics Center,

learning session in the Beit "It's great that students are help-
Midrash. Last year, the group ing each other."
decided to officially form a club Students can either drop by
for the purpose of promoting and or make appointments by email'
directing Torah-oriented activi- ing torahlishma@yahoo.com.The
ties. One of the club's primary Judaics Center is in Room 501at
goals was to form a Judaics 245 Lexington Avenue and is
Center.

logistics. "All three agreed it was

Yonina Bomzer '04
I think it was a waste of money

who is really going to use that
space. Even the Sy Sym's people
don’t study there. Let the adminis-
tration fix something up in the
main Stern building instead.

'I am thrilled with the Judaics
Center," said Zelda .Braun, assis-
tant dean of students. "It's won-
derful that students created the
methodology to help others with
limudei kodesh (Jewish subjects) in
such a positive, encouraging
manner. It's a creative way to fill
a need."In Your World

The Center's atmosphere is
warm and friendly, and the staff
is happy to answer questions and
assist in all kinds of requests,
said Rosensweig. There are two

Do you think the Geneva accord peace proposal
presents a new possibility for peace?

open Monday, Tuesday, and
Once Rosensweig and her Wednesday from 6-8 pm.

fellow club members decided to
establish the Center, they

Life After Stern: Felice Friedson
Helping Israel in the Media

Sefi Kraut ‘04
“No, I think it represents wishful

thinking rather than practical pos-
sibilities for peace.”

“There is a difference between
systemic bias and bias that’s
done on purpose.” Systemic bias-
es can be so common that a
reporter is not even aware that
he is no longer objective.

The Media Line seeks to
remedy these biases with infor-
mation, news, analysis, back-
ground, research, expert opinion
and educational programming.
Friedson and The Media Line
staff members disseminate this
information to media organiza-
tions around the world. “We
have become the media’s own
source,” Friedson remarked.
“Over 1500 stories have come
through our staff in a year and a
half.”

By Devorah Stein

Entrepreneur, broadcaster,
journalist, lecturer, and mother
are just a few of the titles that
SCW alumna Felice Friedson,
nee Bienenstock,can claim.Since
she graduated from SCW in 1982
with a shaped communications
major, Friedson has run a sue״
cessful gift basket business that
was listed in The New York Times
as one of the best services, creat-
ed a nationally syndicated radio
program now in its15tb year, and
raised three sons, one of whom is
now a tank commander in the

SCW alumna Felice Friedson
When her children were young,
she worked part time or from
home, feeling strongly that her
children needed her. “Those are
years you can’t get back,” she
advised. “It’s very important not
to lose sight of what comesfirst."

Friedson found her experi-
ence at SCW to be very fulfilling,
though she wishes there had
been more courses in her field to
choose from. She is especially
thankful for the tremendous
impact that Professor Laurel
Hatvary and Professor Peninnah
Schram had on her. “Professor
Schram gave me the impetus to
want to explore the field of com-
munications,” she remembered.

Friedson warns students
who are interested in the media
that “it’s a very tough industry.”
Her advice for reporting is to
“understand a region, look at
more than one source, come edu-
cated and have the background.”

For more information about
The Media Line, Ltd. and to see
articles, visit the organization
online at www.themedialine.org.

-Andrea Reinhard ‘05
I “As long as terrorists and terror
ism are so woven into their govern׳

ling structure, I don’t see any
chance for peace. You can’t make
peace with people who want you
!destroyed.”

:•זד•:$0

H| Israeli army. Her most massive
pa® undertaking yet is her role as
MIS founder, president and CEO of

cominucdjrompage 11 when it receives more hits The Media Line, Ltd., a major
features that According to Goldfadder, many non-profit media service organi-

zation that distributes interna-

Friedson explained that
when shestarted out in radio she
realized that “media is a local
phenomenon." Approximatley 70
percent of the news that people
get is from local affiliates, and
that is what the Media Line was
based on. “Our target was local
affiliates, but now we work with
many networks as well,” she
remarked. “We’re on the BBC
several times a week."

Friedson moved to Israel
four years ago with her husband
and three sons, the youngest of
whom is 14 years old. “I don’t
think I could have done what I’m
doing now when my children
were young,” she noted, explain-
ing that she often works until
one or two in the morning.

YUstudent.org Struggling

There are new
arc being planned for the new students have asked him why
site such as having Yeshiva gear ebsite׳" is P̂ Uy opera - tional and educational program
available for purchase, and offer- blc׳ from lsracl and the Middlc

ing Yeshiva clubs space on the 1 hcrehad#׳ayabeen a stu - Last .

site. There arc a number of links de1U in״ website - it started off ,
that still work such as the OU. as YUCS•״ ’̂but was ownedprif Michael,. Fnedson started The
Bnci Akiva, and both theObserver vatelV b>־ a YC su,dent wh״Srad' ^edl,a b1ne t0. rectlfY the ant1'

and theCommentator. ua^d in '02. Goldfadder chose to Israel slant often perceived as
The popularity of the site rewrite the site, which he says permeating today’s media. She

picked up quickly when it was w&P0w be difficult for someone explained that in attempting to

launched at the beginning of last cL<3e c0 cakc ov« and understand reach this goal, “the most impor-
year, receiving 3,000 visits a since uscd different Ian tant thing to remember is to keep
week. Those numbers surpass SuaScs• ‘Many people who do passion out of it and stick to the
the visits to YU Mesorah, a pri websites can't even read it;|facts. We re not looking to skew
varcly run student site that *

the news or give it a slant.” She

receives no funding, with the also notcd that somctimcs ncws

Together with her husband

I is biased because many journal-
1 ists don’t know any better.exception of the finals week
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Registrar Offers Online Registration In The Hopes of More Efficient System

undertaking that the administra׳ development used for online reg-
By Arie Staller tion has considered for some istration also allows the faculty

time.
The long, stressful end of Other universities have According to Fisher, professors

semester lines outside the regis- implemented online registration are currently able to post their
trar’s office have officially years ago, said Fisher, but syllabi and reading lists on the
become a condition of the past, because SCW is a smaller, resi- web as well as links to the arti-
All SCW students, regardless of dential college it really was not cles that are usually kept on
class status, can now register as urgent to have this system reserve in the SCW library,

online for classes for the follow- implemented as it was with larg-
er public colleges.

Along with course booklets, choice exams may even have the
said SSSB senior Esther Feld, “I students have been given user exams online. In addition, it is
don’t have to worry about run- ID’s and personal identification expected that by next semester
ning to the registrar’s office to numbers to log in and register on faculty will be able to post grades
make my appointment on time.” the web. “It makes life so much immediately online rather than

Although every student is easier to just register online,” having to go through the regis- dents who do so have less of an back [to online registration] is
able to register on the web, there said Michell Amini,SCW senior, trar’s office. Students will there- opportunity to make friends, that there’s no advisors to help
are still assigned times for when “Instead of having tostand on the fore be able to receive their “This won’t be a problem for choose your schedules,” he said,

each student is allowed to regis- long lines in the Stem building grades faster than has previously Stem,” asserted Fisher, who pre- “Advisors are here to help you
ter in person. This ensures that that stretch around the lobby.” been possible,

those students with priority will The online registration Responsible for these web University. He explains that in easier especially for new stu-
get the classes they need began last spring as a pilot proj- advancements is a committee, larger universities, registration dents.”

“We want to make sure the ect in which a small group of last which was responsible for decid- time is an opportunity for new “In school, we’re available to
system is fair,” said Dr. John year’s juniors tested out the ing how to implement the online students to meet one another. help," said Dean Ethel Orlian.
Fisher, director of enrollment online registration. It was an registration; thecommittee mem- There might be another dis- “How this will relate to advise-
management at Yeshiva. immediate success, which led to bers went through days of train- advantage to the students not ment, I don’t know.”
According to Fisher, this was a the university-wide online regis- ing to leam the web tools. registering in person. A clerk in

The only drawback to online the office of the registrar felt that
ing all of the Yeshiva campuses, In addition to online regis- registration, reported in higher the students should utilize the
and was therefore an expensive tration, the new technological education literature, is that stu- academic advisors. “The draw-

to enrich their curricula.

Still underway is the possi-
bility that courseswith multiple-ing semester.

“It’s now so convenient,”

viously worked at Columbia make your schedules. It makes it

university-wide project includ- tration process.

COMMENCEMENT 2004

YUstudents.org Only
Partially Operational hursda

Hay
work the site needs.

'1 would want it to be kept
in students’ hands and still be

By Elisha Horen

If you visit www.YUstu-
dents.org, you will find an image
of SCWs 253 Lexington build-
ing overlapping YC’s Zysman
Hall, which peeks out from the
comer of the homepage. This
popular campus website, run by
students, was down since last
summer until last week when it
started partially running again.
YC senior Chanoch Goldfadder,
the student in charge of
YUstudents.org, reported that
the site had problems with the
company they were using as
their provider last year,
Interland. They switched to a
cheaper and what they hoped
would be a better company over
the summer called Nevidia,
which is the same company used
by YUmesorah.

*We decided to start from
scratch,' explained Goldfadder.
Working with little help, in
addition to his course load has
left him without time to devote
to the website.

Goldfadder hopes to talk to
the Yeshiva administration
about the possibility of giving
the school official jurisdiction
over the website since student
schedules don’t allow enough
time for the kind of maintenance

funded by the student council as
it is now," he says. He envisions
it running like a club, with a
budget, heads, and participants
who would all spend time on the
project.

|jj

The cost of running the site
is roughly a few hundred dollars
a year, which is paid to the com-
pany for the use of their comput-
ers that house and run the site.

5:00
The Theater
Madison
Square
Garden

There were additional com-
plications in the switch made
over the summer that were
unforeseen. "We lost the title to
YUstudents, it officially expired
through a government agency,
and it was bought up by some-
one in Melbourne." They were
eventually able to buy it back for
thirty dollars.

Currently, the site is only
operating on a limited basis, and
the full student directory is no
longer available. "There will be
no phone numbers fisted, only
room numbers." This change
came in response to numerous
student complaints over the con-
cem of privacy. "Students didn’t
want that much personal infor-
mation available online,” he said.
“It was a bit of a fiasco last year, I
had tons of people upset."

1

You will NOT receive your tickets
and cap and gown if you have not
filed for graduation with the
Registrar on your campus!

continued on page 10
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Academic Advisement Responds to

Negative Attention
mtm r

shows up.”
When asked why she didn’t

attend the orientation, SCW
senior Tsivya Gilnert said that
she recently attended a personal
meeting with an academic advi-
sor to review her individual aca-
demic program.

“I do think that such an ori-
entation is an important event to
attend,” she said. “There is a lot
of detail, and one can suffer sen-
ous consequences if she doesn’t
fully understand all the require-
ments,and somethingcan be eas-
ily overlooked.”

However, there are a handful
of students unlike Gilnert who
did not attend the orientation
due to dissatisfaction with the
Office of Academic Advisement.
“A lot of people don’t bother
going to them because they don’t
trust them," said one SCW sen-
ior. “I have not found them to be
helpful or knowledgeable. I have
friends that have been misin-
formed and it will take more then
a semester of reforms to win
back the confidence of the star-
dent body.”

Orlian stated the importance
for each student to read the bul-
letin boards in both the Office of
the Registrar and in the Office of
Academic Advisement daily.

“We are a dual curriculum
university,” said Orlian. There is
a lot going on and a great deal of
information to retain.”

She added that the commit-
tee is continuing to launch its
campaign to encourage students
to have their ymail forwarded to
their other personal e-mail
accounts which they check more
frequently. A multitude of signif-
icant reminders and miscella-
neous information is sent to stu-
dents via ymail.

Orlian suggested that per-
haps some students’ fail to take
advantage of the Academic
Advisement service because they
fear that they might not receive
the responses they desire in
regard to their current course
completion and credit status.
She explained that students are

often progressing better then
they would expect, and all ques-
dons and concerns are always
considered.

“Sometimes students are
pleased with the response and
sometimes they are not,” she
said. “Most answers are readily
available, but some warrant
investigation. We want to give
each student the proper guid-
ance.”

i ft By Miriam Shapiroוי
In attempt to restore its rep-

utation after receiving a spread of
negative attention, the Academic
Advisement Committee at SCW
has extended great efforts to
remind students of their services.

“These doors are never
closed,” said Dean Ethel Orlian.
“Students have entree to these
offices from eight in the morning
until after six in the evening.”

Signs providing a variety of
significant and essential informa-
tion have been placed in more
strategic and highly visible loca-
tions offering students the
opportunity to familiarize them-
selves with the office and its
services. The bulletins range
from those discussing the pre-
registration orientation session
presented by Academic Advisor
Miriam Shechter to final exami-
nation schedules.

In addition, there is easily
accessibly information about
exit projects, reminders about
junior and senior checks, and
registration dates. “These are
things that we have been doing,”
said Orlian. “We are trying to
sensitize students to what is
available and assist them before
they run into conflict.”

She also explained that the
goals of the Office of Academic
Advisement remains to aid and
advise students but especially to
help them plan ahead. “The key
is timely advice,” she said.

In addition, Orlian explained
that the. reconstruction of the
academic advisement website is
well underway and nearing com-,

pletion. The site fists the differ-
ent majors and offers a complete
delineation of the courses neces-
sary for completion, reflecting
the flyers containing this infor-
mation available to students in
the Office of Academic
Advisement.

Only a mere four students
attended the pre-registration ori-
entation presented by Shechter
Wednesday, December10thdur-
ing club hour, though large, visi-
ble flyers were put up in advance.
This was a far cry from the 100
students Orlian hoped would
attend. “We want students to
come and be reassured,” said
Orlian prior to the orientation.

Shechter provided basic
course outlines and requirement
information on an overhead pro-
jector and printed a series of
handouts so that students would
have material in front of them.
She clarified the details of SCW
basic requirements and core, and
discussed the distribution of
courses and the number of trans-
fer credits the school allows from
studies in Israel. “Students say
that they don’t know,” said
Shechter in response to the poor
attendance. “We put signs
everywhere, we are prepared to
answer questions and nobody

I

After her recent meeting
with Academic Advisor Rochelle
Mogilner, SCW junior Hindy
Poupko was very pleased with
the results of her junior check.

Mogilner
extremely helpful in our junior
check meeting,” said Poupko.
“She carefully reviewed the
courses that I have completed
and highlighted the gaps so that
way I have a clear picture of what
I still need to complete. I was
definitely reassured after I met
with her.”

In addition, Orlian stressed
the need for students to frequent
the Office of Academic
Advisement throughout their
college careers with the hopes
that the consistent visits can
help prevent future conflict and
help avoid crisis. “Many won-
derful relationships are formed
here,” she said. “And we want
that to continue.”

Orlian affirmed there is
always room for improvement in
every endeavor.

“One must always evaluate
and reevaluate,” she said.
However, she commented that
every effort is a two way street,
and that there needs to be signif-
icant input from both parties.

“At some point there needs
to be a partnership," she said.
“The desire to help and the will-
ingness is there."

Seller, ( left),brought in special guestWill Frears, (right) for his seminars in theater

Drama Seminars Give
Students Insight into Theater “Mrs. was

Creative Writing from Brown
University. He is a published
playwright and his plays
include, Velvet Ropes, produced
by the Drama League in New
York City, Felling Giants, which
received Best Play in the 10th
Annual Edward Albee Last
Frontier Theater Conference,
and Flushed, which was part of
the September 2004 Herring
Run Art Festival.

For the last of the three sem-
inars, Professor Scher invited
director Will Frears. Frears, a
Yale School of Drama graduate,
directed Omnium Gatherum at the
2003 Humana Festival at the
Actors Theatre of Louisville and
premiered WhereWe U׳׳ere Bom for
Rattlesnake Productions. Frears

directed
Wilfiamstown Theatre Festival,
Stamford Center for the Arts,
Steppenwolf and the Shawnee
Theater of Greene County.

“Frears spoke ' in depth
about the many aspects of
directing, like choosing and
preparing for a play, said Rosen.
“He also discussed the different
schools of thought on directing.”

President of the Stern
College Dramatic Society Afiza
Blumenfeld encouraged students
to attend the seminars. “We aim
to give students events that they
wouldn’t get anywhere else,” she
said. “Students should take
advantage of that.”

However, Blumenfeld was
regretful that so few students
participated. “I don’t under-
stand why people don’t take
advantage of the interesting
events that are offered to them,”
she said. “Though many of us
aren’t going to go out and
become these things it is still fas-
cinating, fun and informative.”

By Observer Staff

SCW adjunct Joshua Scher
hosted three enriching theatre
seminars: playwriting, acting
and directing. The event is
geared toward, “Any and all who
are interested in any form of the-
ater," commented Scher. Held at
the 245 Lexington building,each
consisted of two to three hours
of lecturing and theatrical exer-
cises.

Scher said that the seminars
are designed to, “Provide a basic
understanding and entry point
into the major aspects of the-
ater.” Secretary of the Stern
College Dramatic Society Gila
Rosen said that she benefited
from the helpful and interactive
learning environment. “We did a
lot of acting exercises to work on
focus, concentration and partici-
paring as a team on stage," she
said.

has theat

Scher anticipates the skills
the students have learned will
culminate in a one night per-
formance. “Instead of having a
play first semester we wanted to
expose people to drama,”
remarked Rosen. “We thought
the seminars would be a good
way of doing that.”

Approximately fifteen stu-
dents participated in each semi-
nar and seemed to appreciate the
professional help and guidance
they received. Though each sem-
inar was scheduled for three
hours, Scher dismissed the stu-
dents an hour early.

“Professor Scher is a well
trained actor and screenwriter,”
said Rosen. “It is our chance to
work with a real professional.”

Professor Scher has a MFA
from the Yale School of Drama
and a BA, with Honors, in

Advertise with
The Observer

Contact Talia Zaret, Business
Manager

at www.yuobserver.com
(646)935-6391
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Students wait to speak with advisers in theOffice for Academic Advisement
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Newly Formed President’s Circle Hears Student Requests
perhaps unnecessarily, since he
resigned. He explained that stu-
dents submit a proposal to the
committee and the committee
votes to approve the request or
not. The committee then sends
the money that was donated by
alumni to the dean of students
with an approval notice that this
specific funding is awarded to a
specific student need.

Before being evaluated by
the Circle, however, students
must submit their proposals to
the dean of students. Tuchman
mentioned three rationales for
this criterion: less time given up
by the Circle members to “nurse
the students through the
process” of presenting a propos-
al, a controlled flow of requests,
and the assurance that the pro-
posals are not offensive to the
administration.

YC Student Council
President Yisroel Shachter was
the first among the students to
suggest a cause in need of fund-
ing and spoke of the student
council’s hope to organize a mis-
sion to Israel, a proposal which
he believes should be at the fore-
front of the committee’s list.

“Thefirst place student lead-
ers want to turn to for funding a
mission to Israel is the
President’s Circle,” he explained.

In response to Shachter’s
request, Tuchman explained that
while the committee has assisted
in covering some of the mission
costs in the past, grounds for a
new discussion as to whether or
not the committee would con-
tribute to the cause would be in
order for each individual case.

“If there is going to be a mis-
sion, each year there would have
to be a different discussion to ask
the President’s Circle to pitch
in,” said Tuchman.

Sorah Shapiro, SCW junior

and active member on the Israel
Club board, echoed Schachter’s
proposal for a mission to Israel
and stressed the importance of
the committee’s support of the
Israel club in general.

“A mission to Israel is still a
tremendous need,” she stated.
“We, as students of Yeshiva
University, have to show Israel
our support.”

In addition, President of the
SCW Israel Club Hindy Poupko
raised the concern that thegroup
can only afford to host second-
rate speakers at the club’s events
as opposed to inviting more
renowned orators and spokes-
men for the state of Israel and
representatives of the Jewish
community.

“Yeshiva University contains
the largest number of pro-Israel
youth outside the state itself,”
said Poupko. “We should be able
to invite first-rate speakers to
our events.”

Followed by applause from
the student body, Poupko
explained that the Israel Club is
the most active undergraduate
student club, and that their
events generally attract over 200
YC and SCW students. The
committee was receptive to
Poupko’s requests.

“Send us a formal proposal
and we will give you what you
need in a heartbeat,” replied
Cohen.

makeshift tables. After being
dormant for over five years, the
station, which has existed for 40
years, received somewhat of an
upgrade in 1994, one without
which the station “would be in
terrible shape,” said Weinberg.

Weinberg, who is the sta-
tion’smanager and initiator of its
reinstitution, explained that the
members on his committee
already requested donations
from the various student coun-
cils and raised a significant
amount of money from advertis-
ers. “The money we raised is
enoughfor our monthly costs but
not nearly enough for everything
else,” he noted.
Weinberg said that the station
would need about $25,000 dol-
lars to cover the cost of all the
necessary improvements.

“We want to be able to keep
WYUR running for the next
forty years,” he said.

Saltzman added that WYUR
would serveas a successful venue
for the President’s Circle to
advertise to alumni and publicize
over the air.

Other proposals included
funding for publications, specifi-
cally a Jubilee journal organized
by TAC leaders. The journal
would contain a history of SCW,
discuss the diversity amongst the
student body and would exist as
an open forum for Orthodox
women in the Jewish communi-
ty. Editor of the MibayitVlachutz
journal, Jona Rechnitz, also sub-
mitted a proposal to aid in cover-
ing the cost of producing the
publication. The journal, which
is published by SOY and printed
four times a year around the
Jewish holidays, is mailed to
alumni and synagogues all over
America.

“We usually get sponsors,”
explained Rechnitz. “For the

next issue we will be printing
13,000 copies and need a signifi-
cant amount of money to cover
the costs.”

Chairman of theStudent Life
Committee Yaakov Green sub-
mitted a proposal for renovation
of the first floor of the library on
the Wilf Campus to reform the
space into a social gathering area
for students. This gathering area
would reduce the noise level gen-
erated on the third floor of the
library, where students tend to
congregate.

Tuchman explained that
major projects take time to
implement and advised students
to submit requests early on so
that the committee can properly
allocate the proposals. “The devil
is in the detail,” he remarked
“What we have articulated is our
own set of rather flexible and
informal criteria that we apply in
deciding how to allocate funds.”

“I think it was a very sue-
cessful meeting,” said Rechnitz
at the conclusion of the event.
“There were some very signifi-
cant proposals submitted like
those requests made by the Israel
club, and by WYUR, and I’m
sure they will be appropriately
considered"

Shapiro commented “I was
honored to be a part of this meet-
ing and was excited to see that
students were being called upon
for their suggestionsandinput to
help improve student life in a
process that guarantees results.”

“While I did feel that there
was an element of tension
attached to the gathering,” she
continued, “I was extremely
pleased that students were being
heard and that I was able to be a
part of a meeting that will affect
the future of Yeshiva University
undergraduates.”

continued from the back page
ed so that few outside of those
invited knew there was any
meeting at all. “No one told me
there was a meeting,” remarked
SCW Dean Karen Bacon.

At the onset of the meeting,
Tuchman fisted various projects
the committee has awarded
monies to in the past such as ren-
ovation of lounges, purchasing
computer and gym equipment,
and donating funding to organ-
ized Shabbatons, and stated his
determination to clarify other
areas of student fife in need of
financial support,
explained that the nature of the
committee is not to be the sole
sponsor for these projects but
rather to assist in jump-starting
the specific endeavor.

“Our job is not tobe the fore-
front of your projects,” said
Tuchman. “We are not a substi-
tute for regular university fund-
ing,but we will help you get your
projects started.”

Saltzman
“Historically, they want to help
with new projects—plant the
seeds for new initiatives.”

Sender Cohen and Lanz Hirt,
the committee’s newest mem-

He also

In total,

added,

bers from the Board of Trustees,
both expressed their desire to
hear from the student body
directly, in addition to highlight-
ing specific adjustments to the
committee they hope to include
as part of their administrational
agenda.

YC senior David Weinberg
submitted a formal proposal
requesting support for the
recently reinstituted Yeshiva
radio station, WYUR. Hie pro-
posal outlined specific needs the
station requires to continue to
function. The fist ranges from
new technical equipment to pur-
chasing new furniture, as the
students currently use old fifing
cabinets and wooden planks as

“We are trying to make some
changes,” said Hirt. “There is a
lot of time spent discussing as a
group. We want to identify
issues independently.”

Tuchman, who resigned as
chairman two years ago,
explained that the process for
proposal approval is far too
lengthy and has been that way,

Former Slave Speaks to SCW Students
continued from backpage ing to escape again. When he to rehash the painful memories of front page of the New York

would shoot him or cut off his turned seventeen he ran away his massacred village, and brutal Times every day,” he said. “The
leg. Later that day, his master and with the assistance of many treatment as a slave. But when most important thing for me is to
took him to see another slave people, he arrived in Cairo, he came to their Boston office raise public awareness. If people
who had lost animals while herd- Egypt. There he was able to and saw pictures of women and know more about modem day
ing. “Another kid from the same interview with United Nations’ children in front of their burned- slavery it would help. But many
tribe as me lost his cow,” he said, representatives. He said that down houses in Sudan he people don’t think slavery exists
“And they cut off his leg. When I they asked him what country he changed his mind. “I thought to anymore.”

wanted to go to. He said, “I don’t myself, I’m out of it [Sudan],” he Ultimately, Bok wants to
When Bok turned fourteen care where I go aslong as I’m able said. “But what about all the educate people through his expe-

he tried to escape but was caught to be free.” He added, “But I never kids still there who have dreams? riences and work toward
and beaten. His master threat- forgot my family or my village.” I hoped some day I could help improving the situation in his
ened to kill him if he did it again.
But he said that, “I decided in my was sent to America. He moved
own heart, I have to do this and to several different cities and killed in the 20- year Sudanese help others?” he asked. “One per-

struggled immensely. He could civil war than in Kosovo, son can save the world.”
Recently, Bok published his

saw him I cried.”

He waited a year before he them.” own country. “What good is
More people have been your freedom if you can’t use it to

free myself.”
Two days later he tried once not speak English and found it Rwanda and Somalia combined,

more, but his master caught him, difficult to communicate with Bok feels strongly that the con- autobiography, Escape from with Israel,” she said,

tied him to a tree, beat him and anyone. He worked 16-hour days flict in Sudan does not receive Slavery, and thirty thousand beyond that people aren’t aware,

swore that he Would kill him. He and lived in relative isolation enough global attention, espe- copies have already been printed. I wanted to educate other people
changed his mind at the last until the American Anti-Slavery dally considering the astronomi-
minute but promised Bok that if Group contacted him. They cal number of casualties suffered. Rights Club, Liora Casten, good for me."
he did it again he would be . asked him to work for them, In addition, the issue of slav- organized the event in an effort
killed. speaking throughout the country ery, he feels, is not acknowledged to expose SCW students to founded in the fall of this year,

already has 45 members.

Escape from Slavery is Bok's new book
recounting his struggles as a Sudanese slave

“But

President of the Human but also thought that it would be

The Human Rights Club,

Bok was determined but about his experiences, and help- as a legitimate problem by the humanitarian issues.
western world. “There is no rea- school has a very international

At first he said no, reluctant son that this shouldn’t be on the focus because of its connection

“This
fearful and after his last attempt ing them to abolish slavery,

he waited three years before try-
OBSERVERDecember 23, 2003 page 13



O n C a m p u s
Midtown Named Israel Henry Beren Campus

of life on campus, Bacon also of New York will only allow the two SCW buildings running
stressed the need for money to placement of the banners for a from 351? to 34 Street. “The
pay off debts SCW has incurred limited period of time, Bacon whole deal will be wrapped upin
due to the more recent purchases says the University has received four months,” said Jeffrey
of the Schottenstein Residence permission to make use of ten to Rosengarten, associate vice pres-
Hall and the 215 Lexington twelve lamp posts in the area. idem for administrative services.
, ° The project is expected to Construction is also expected to

U
'°?״ . , , take place over the coming years, begin in the basement of the 215

th , I know lt doesn t sound very whic{;is fa ^the admin׳ LeSngton building for a new
29th street across Park, exciting but these are thmgs that istration-s new focus on the qual׳ cafeteria that will include an

Lexington and Third Avenues, is have been needed for some time, ityofcampus1ifeat SCW. Other entertainment center,

expected to undergo desperately י311* ^Came projects improing campus life The $400 milhon fundrais׳
needed renovations thanks to to bcwmiy04,startingas was the addition of a new floor to ing campaign, which was sup׳
Beren’s gift. The windows in the SCB0ne״ u

, 1 e the 215 Lexington building last posed to be accumulated
245 Lexington building are in was added to the MidtovScom3 semesCer' The Norman F five Vear Period' has coUected
need of new insulation and the !£x

C0m Lobby in the same budding was $405 million two years ahead ofp redesigned and dedicated only a schedule. Ronald P. Stanton,
few weeks ago. Facilities chairman of the university’s
Management is currently in the board of trustees thanked those
process of negotiating a deal to who contributed to the cam-
purchase the 251 Lexington paign, particularly noting the
building located between the

continued from front page
reached their goals, willcontinue
their respective campaigns for
capital.”

TheSCWcampus,a $56 mil-
lion complex including eight
buildings running from 36^
street to

Bacon,above,receives presidential medallion.
Stanton,below,anounces success of

$400 million campaign.
over a

lobby has been awaiting much However, one change stu׳
needed renovations, according to dents will notice is the place׳
Bacon. ment of banners on the lamp׳

While most of the gift will posts along the campus display׳
go toward improving the quality ingits new name. While the City

continued onto next page

Robert M. Beren: A Lifetime of
Giving ISM-־

the same institution in 1950 (his benefactions to the university,
son Adam also graduated from including R1ETS, Corcbza, and

the Albert Einstein College of
I By Observer Staff

As one of the Campaign for
Capirral’s largest supporters, Yeshiva, Robert Beren served as a
Roberr Beren donated the funds distinguished member of the known for his philanthropy at a
for The Robert M. Beren Yeshiva Board of Trustees for range of other universities. In
Foundation, Inc. and as Trustee more than twelve years, includ 1981, Beren funded the construe
of the Israel Henry Beren ing a role as Chairman of the rion of Harvard’s current tennis
CharitableTrust Fund largely to Board and now Chairman courts. According to The
memorialize his uncle, Israel H Emeritus; Harvard University Gazette
Beren. Of his initial pledge of $15 Beren has now donated $3 mil

] Based in Marietta. Ohio, million to the Campaign for lion to a new statc־of -the art
ן Israel Beren made his fortune in Capital, the Benjamin N Robert M. Beren Tennis Center.
I an oil and .gas exploration and CardozO School of Law received
] production company.. According one million dollars as a challenge $500,000 to a modern Jewish
j to an official Yeshiva statement, grant matched by another donor, studies program at the
I Beren ' embodied Ycshiva’s phi׳ enabling construction of its University of Kansas’s College of
I losophy of Torah U’madda, Brookdale Center Lobby.
I “through his love of learning,
j commitment to excellence, and Isaac Flchanan Theological in Modem Jewish Studies. In
| his philanthropic endeavors.” Seminary also received one mil׳ addition, he funded the Robert

I His nephew Robert is currently lion dollars for a ucw program, M. Beren College and the Israel
| owner and C.EO of Bcrexco Inc., ,and the Albert Einstein College Henry Beren Academic Center of

president of the Beren of Medicine (AECOM) received Beith Morasha in Jerusalem.
Corporation, and chairman of $500,000, "This is Mr. Beren’s These are merely a few examples
the Central Crude Corporation. first major commitment to the of Beren’s remarkable philan

Robert Beren : graduated Midtown Campus,” elucidated thropic work, both in theJewish
Harvard University with a BA in Forman. "But he has been w?orld and greater community.
1947 and earned his MBA from extremely generous to others

y;
Harvard).

A longtime supporter of Medicine.”
Robert Beren is also widely

ismsnווו Addtionally, Beren pledged

Liberal Arts and Sciences called
Yeshiva’s affiliated Rabbi rhe Distinguished Professorship

A

11®®®

Robert M. Beren has named the SCWCampus after his uncle, Israel Henry Beren —
1—// It—mi '1—1

11 1 7
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O n C a m p u s
“The University usually does not Prime Minister of Israel
award honorary degrees to pro- Benjamin Netanyahu and New

life projects made possible by fessional staff, faculty or admin- York City Mayor Michael
these gifts. istrators who are still vibrant Bloomberg.

Joel specifically acknowl׳ parts of it," explained Joel,
edged Muriel Block for her $15 “However, in light of the [SCW] doctorates
million contribution to the Jubilee, I wanted to recognize Gottesman, professor emerita of
Albert

continued from previous page
number of academic and student

The Israel Henry
Beren Campus

Joel also conferred honorary
upon Ruth L.

pediatrics
College of Medicine AECOM; J. Ezra
(AECOM). Block’s Merkin, managing
contribution will go . . . . .. , . ... partner of Gabriel
towards building Theuniversity campaign has reached its goal and will coil' Capital Group and
the Harold and time to raise funds for the university through December 31,” chairman of Yeshiva’s

־־ investment and Israel

Einstein at

1. Geraldine Schottenstein Cultural Center
237 East 34th Street

Acquisition and renovation cost: $3,766,201
Gross square feet: 3,700 sq. ft.

“S3 star time;־1 their respective campaigns for capital” noted reading expert
and founding member
of the SCW board of

2.36th Street Residence Hall
151 East 36th Street

Acquisition and renovation cost:$9,138,822
Gross square feet: 38,986 sq. ft.

and Perl Resnick
Campus in the
Bronx.

•directors; and Josh S.
Weston, the former

Dean Bacon. She is an alumna chairman and chief executive

Bacon was hon׳
ored at the dinner
by being the first recipient of the
Presidential Medallion, an award who has made the deepest con- officer of Automatic Data
instituted by Joel to recognize tribution to Stem." Processing, Inc. and a chairman
members of the Yeshiva commu׳ Bacon was also the featured emeritus of the board of directors
nity who have displayed out- speaker at the dinner, an honor of SSSB.
standing leadership qualities, given in past years to former

3a. 235 Lexington Avenue
Acquisition and renovation cost:$12,033,616

Gross square feet: 37,753 sq. ft.
b. 245 Lexington Avenue

Acquisition and renovation cost: combined with 253 Lex
Gross square feet: 58,950 sq. ft.

ו

4. Brookdale Residence Hall
50 East 34th Street

Acquisition and renovation cost: $3,906,942
Gross square feet: 90,438 sq. ft.

I

5. 215 Lexington Avenue
Acquisition and renovation cost: $16,143,859

Gross square feet: 59,552 sq. ft.

6. Lexington Plaza (Independent Housing)
184 Lexington Avenue

7. Windsor Court (Independent Housing)
15H55 East 34th Street

8. Jerome and Geraldine
Schottenstein Residence Halln

119-121 East 29th Street
Acquisition and renovation cost: $3,906,942

. Gross square feet: 90,438 sq. ft.
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BIHSI
Israeli Educators Visit YU

On Tuesday, December 2, a group of approximately 16 Israeli
educators and community leaders visited Yeshiva as part of a ten-day
trip, organized by the American Jewish Committee (AJC). The AJC
arranged for the Israelis to visit various organizations, universities
and institutions that are all representations of the greater Jewish
community. The group met with President RichardJoel and a number
of Yeshiva administrators and engaged in an intimate group discus-
sion with students from YC, SCW and RIETS’s.Judy Goldgrab, coor-
dinator of educational leadership projects at the Max Stem Division
of Communal Services (MSDCS), moderated the dialogue and found
that the Israeli visitors were impressedwith Yeshiva’s model of devot- jjjg ^

ing serious time to both Torah and secular studies. “They were also jg
very impressed with how Jewishly aware the students were and by H
their commitment to Israel,” Goldgrab noted. She explained that the jj
conversation was unique in the sense that the Israeli educators spoke fl
about everyday social issues that affect their lives in their communi- I
ties in Israel. The trip was part of the AJC’s ongoing effort to bridge H
gaps between Jews in Israel and in America, and improve Israeli- H
Diaspora relations. “The [Israeli] group was made up of all types of jj
people," explained Goldgrab. “It crossed cultural, political and reli- i
gious lines.”

TAC Hanukkah Hagigah A Success;•;/: V./

Mi The TAC Sponsored
Ipŵ f̂eH.inukk .ih Hagigah, held Monday

Dec 15 ז*י in SCW's Koch
־ Auditorium , lcaturvd .1 1 on,m Modiav hand \ well known

" Mi-radi ro, k group with a 11 :1:.pa
j f " * T/ ״*־"1 .:r i d • , 1 : i :u

^l^p ^^̂ P ĴJband played behind a mcchitzah
(separation) of balloons and pot-

ted trees. There were close to 250 students at the concert, many
dancing wildly and clearly fans of the band. "We've played at all dif-
ferent venues- this is one of them," commented the lead singer for the
group, Yehudah Solomon. Aside from music and dancing, the SCW
women enjoyed Chanukah inspired refreshments, including sufganiy'
ot (jelly donuts) and latkes (potato pancakes), and were able to pur-
chase Chanukah lighting necessities such as chanukiot, candles and
olive oil. The concert ran from 8:15 until 10:30, with an intermission
for a SCW choir performance and a TAC d’var Torah.

!ill
־:
׳
׳•
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SCW Students March in the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade Tabori Visits SCW

This year’s E. Billi Ivry Visiting Scholar, Rav Binyamin Tabori,
spent a week at SCW giving shiurim (lectures), reconnecting with
students and serving as the guest of honor at the Junior Class
Shabbaton. Billi Ivry established the E. Billi Ivry Visiting Scholar
Fund last year, bringing Shani Taragin to SCW last spring. This
year’s scholar, Rav Tabori, serves as Ram at Yeshivat Har Etzion and
teacher at Midreshet Moriah. In his week at SCW, Rav Tabori deliv-
ered numerous sessions on topics ranging from “Learning in an
Electronic Age,” to beautifying themitzvah of kindling the Hanukkah
lights. Students made appointments to meet with him or leam with
him in chevruta. Many of his former students from Midreshet
Moriah and the Moshava Beit Midrash program attend SCW and
greeted Rav Tabori warmly.

Five SCW students marched
in this year’s Macy's Thanksgiving
Day parade, navigating Kermit the
Frog’s one-year-old balloon. Estee
Zitter (SCW '04) and four other
seniors were sponsored by Zitter's
brother-in-law, an employee at
Macy’s corporate offices. Early
Thanksgiving morning, Zitter, who

has marched in the parade for the past two years, andher four friends
awoke at six am and walked to the New Yorker Hotel to pick up
their costumes. Along with other parade participants dressed as
everything from alligators to clowns, the SCW crew then boarded
Macy’s official bus and was shuttled uptown to 82nc* street, where
Kermit lay waiting. Along with 40 other balloon handlers, two pilots,
one captain and two automobiles, the girls helped pull Kermit down
the parade route. The street sidewalks were bursting with people
who waved and shouted at the procession while more spectators
gathered at windows facing the street. At twelve noon the tired
group ended the parade on 34̂ street, helping to deflate the balloon
with therest of their team, and storing Kermit in a binuntilnext year.

Rabbi Paysach Krohn
Comes to SCW

On December 8, Rabbi Paysach Krohn, noted speaker and
author, addressed YC and SCW students discussing his trip to
Lithuania and the many sites he visited. He witnessed the devastating
effects of the Holocaust on a once vibrant Jewish community. “He
also spoke a lot about how we have to reach out to other Jews and help
bring them closer to yiddishkeit (Judaism) if they’re not frum,” noted
Aliza Abrams, TAC vice president and SCW junior. “He told a lot of
kiruv (outreach) stories that happened in his life. It was a very mov-
ing and meaningful speech with a tremendous turnout, both from YC
and SCW.” SCW junior Sari Stein found Krohn to be “particularly
inspiring,” noting, “I’ve always enjoyed his books but to actually hear
him speak was something special.”

JL

Israel Club Hosts Symposium: Communal
Involvement in America vs. Making Aliyah

TheYC/SCW Israel Clubheld a Symposium debating communal
involvement in America vs. making Aliyah. Keynote speakers includ-
ed Vice President of University Life Dr. Hillel Davis, Mashgiach
Ruchani Rabbi Yosef Blau, Director of Communal Affairs of MSDCS
Rabbi Ari Rockoff, Director of KEDMA Barry Bender, and National
Director of Yavneh Olami Dyonna Ginsburg. The event which took
place on November IS1'1 on the Wilf Campus drew a crowd of over
200 students, many, from other colleges throughout the metropolitan
area. Thegeneral message of the eveninginformed students that there
isa needfor them to be activemembers of theJewish community, and
that “numbers matter” in the building of the Jewish State. Ginsburg
noted that young, dynamic teachers are needed in Israeli society.

President of SCW Israel Club Hindy Poupko commented, “I was very
happy with the outcome of the event. It was the first event of itskind
and it sparked important dialogue between the students and the
speakers about serious issues, which unfortunately are not confront-
ed enough.”

SCW Hosts Yachad Shabbaton
Braving the snow, over 100 SCW and YC students joined 15

Yachad members to participate in SCWs annual Yachad Shabbaton
on December 5-6. The Shabbaton, organized by SCW sophomore

iMl Riki Davidson and YC senior Jay Weinstein, began Friday night
with a “getting to know you” game of Human Taboo. On Shabbat

HB day, the group davened and ate lunch in the school building, with a
H|BjBg special dvar torah given by TAC vice president and SCW junior Aliza
B Abrams. Due to the inclement weather, organizers were forced to
«SH§ cancel the planned motzei Shabbat scavenger hunt at the

;

i

HHHj Metropolitan Museum of Art, but the group enjoyed pizza and a
IS111111 11 movie, Finding Nano, in the Schottenstein lounge instead. “It was my

third Shabbat spent in Stem this year, and it was definitely the most
wKBKtHEBRHUBm Icibcdik (joyous) one,” remarked Abrams. “For some people it was

their first shabbos with Yachad, and they all said they’re coming back
for many more.”

W r i t e f o r
T h e O b s e r v e r

L a y o u t , N e w s , F e a t u r e s , A r t s & C u l t u r e
S c i e n c e & H e a l t h , B u s i n e s s , I s r a e l

E m a i l U s : y u o b s e r v e r @ y u . e d u
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Ra’anan Gissin Speaks To Yeshiva Students
maintains, “You don’t recognize example, is a subject of con- mented that the battle over the
by right, you recognize by tention among world authorities. Middle East runs deeper than
might.”

By Aviva Balk
According to The Palestine guns and soldiers. “I’m a Zionist

Gissin noted the reprimand Monitor (a media group organ- warrior on the battlefield,” he
Israel has received when defend- ized by Palestinians from all over said of his position as a defender
ing itself. “We always face this the world), the European Union of Israel’s rights. “It’s easy to win
underlying assumption that we claimed in October that Israel when you have to kill the bodies
don’t have a right to use force to was breaking international law of soldiers, but it’s much more
defend ourselves,” he remarked, by building beyond the Green difficult when you have to win
“The only country that has been Line. Many compared it to the over the hearts and minds of peo-

pie.”

In a private conference with
20 Yeshiva students, Ra’anan
Gissin, senior advisor to Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon,
stated that the solution to the
Middle East conflict was
dependent upon world recogni-
tion of theJewish right to five in
Israel. “I don’t believe Israel has
a hasbara [public rdations plat-
form] problem, it has an existen-
tial problem—the problem of
explaining its very existence," he
said. “I say the primordial sin in
our hasbara for the past 30 years
was the fact that we succeeded
very well—maybe too well—in
explaining our securities, but we
failed in explaining the fact that
Jews have rights in addition to
needs.”

Ra’anan Gissin spoke toa private
gathering of Yeshiva students

small setting,” said Diana
He recognized some leaders Benmergui, a senior at SCW. “It

problem, it has an existential problem—the problem of explaining among them president Bush and he had been speaking in front of
its very existence,” he said “I say the primordial sin inour has-
bara/or the past 30 years was the fact that we succeeded very

well—maybe toowell—in explaining our securities, but we failed we don’r st0P this culture of
in^am.hcfac.t^̂ cnsivsinaM̂ tonccA JgSSKSSTJSS “Z

it, the civilized world, humani- received the Brandeis Award for
ty...will be destroyed,” he stated, outstanding achievement for
“We not only have shared inter- Zionism and South Carolina, for

accused time and time again of Berlin Wall and the former Iron ests, but a shared destiny in pro- a joint session with 900 Jews,
using excessive force when exer- Curtain that divided Europe for tecting these values.” He added Christians and “lovers of Zion.”
cising a right of self-defense is half a century. Palestinians called that the war in Iraq was a com- His presence at Yeshiva was even
Israel. I don’t know what the def- the project a “landgrab,” but ponent of a general world war more noteworthy in fight of such
inition of excessive force is,but if Gissin reported otherwise. “It’s that is present today, and that grandiose events,
you see the awesome firepower not a political border,” he said, helping Israel is directly related
that was used to make that war “It’s another measure to stop ter- to its outcome,

of self-defense in Afghanistan or rorist activity—to stop over 130
in Iraq, then it raises the ques- suicide bombers who have taken small group

a toll of over 500 of our men, University through Caravan for member of the Israeli govern-
He observed that America women, and children. Of the 898 Democracy, an organization that ment,” commented Hindy

isn’t questioned for its use of people who have perished in this aims to plant constructive dia- Poupko, Israel Club president. “I
force because everyone accepts war, 500 of them were killed logue on college campuses think everyone there benefited a
the right of Americans to five in a because of suicide bombers that throughout the United.States by tremendous amount by his
free, democratic country in the came from [behind] the Green bringing speakers from Israel to words.”
United States of America. He Line.” discuss the challenges Israel While students raised ques-

He added that the previous faces as the only democracy in tions about the possibility of

Russian President Vladimir hundreds of students in a lecture
Putin. “They understand that if hall.”

׳ Gissin told the students that

Around a rectangular table
in the Wilf Campus’s Furst Hall,
Gissin spoke about the impor-
tance of explaining this right to
those he debates with over the
issues of the Middle East. “In all
the statements, documents, and
agreements made with Arab
countries today,” he said, “there
isn’t the sentence that says that
the Arabs or the Palestinians
accept the right of the Jews to
have a nationalJewish homeland
in their ancestral home.” He
therefore equated the act of rec-
ognizing Israel’s rights with
passing the “Balfour Test,” since
the Balfour Declaration of 1917
included the petition for “the
establishment in Palestine of a

“I think it was a very rare
and unique opportunity for the

Gissin agreed to speak to the students of YU to come in close
at Yeshiva contact with such a high profile

tion.”

said Israel, on the other hand,
lacks thesecurity of world recog- night, IDF soldiers intercepted the Middle East. According to there ever being a solution to the
nition of such rights. “When you two suicide bombers in Jenin YC/SCW Israel Club President problems when it seemed so dif-
stand on the solid rock, the solid who were on their way to a Shaya Lemer, Gissin requested ficult to ever assure the world of
basis of your rights, [then] you school in a place where the fence that the conference be limited to Israel’s rights, Gissin replied,
can argue all the other issues,” he was not completed. In the past only 20 students from all of the “There are no shortcuts to peace,

month, Israeli security has schools.
The fence the Israeli govern- stopped at least 27 suicide

ment has been building along the bombers.
1967 Green Line border, for

national home for the Jewish
people.” We have a battle and we can winexplained.

“It was a really great experi- this battle."
ence to hear someone with such

To anti Israel activists who
recognize the right of a Jewish
state to exist in Israel, Gissin In addition, Gissin com- political importance in such a

WHY
YOU?
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KIL HANESH&H
R E M E M B E R I N G T H E V I C T I M S O P T E R R O R I S M I N I S R A E L

m KOL HANESHAMA WOUl
LIKE TO THANK
THE FOLLOWING

NEWSPAPERS FOR THE
PARTICIPATION:

A Glowing Smile
“1don’t know many people who fe<

fied with their life at the age of 19. Gila
ptished in 19 years, what many peop

achieve in a lifetime.'• This is how Bridgette Kessler de
daughter, winner of 5goldmedals in gymnastics,a beau
and mature young woman who had high aspirations of
filter pilot.

Everyone who met Gila Kessler was smitten by her
and her beauty. Described as being happy and full of lit
workers remember her ashaving,“a smileandlaugh that
sodjudby lookingat her.Shehadenergy andan eagem
so fullof Hfe, that rww that she isgone,onlya voidcan fc*However, whenever Gtia was complimentedether fa
or her taients, she would blush and shy away. Gila'smotf
always raving about her, was constantly reprimanded t
said, “ima,I'm£rst aperson.”But Gila was not an ordinar

Times were very hard forOta's fen%anda«i
couldhavelived foJerusalemwiththerestofheco-work{
nationalservice at the JewishAgency, GSa wanted to sta

Ari Weiss knew how to overcome
lenges. After making Aliyah with his
from Dallas, Texas, Ari quickly accl

to life in Israel. His giant smile and love of life im
attracted many friends as his commitment and love <
which his parents had instilled within him as a be
grew.

Sergeant Shmuel Weiss did no
to call attention to himself. His

relates a story about how, on a family horseback-
“Shmuel’s horse bucked and he fell to the grounc
happened, he just rolled over, absorbed the sh
climbed right back up. This is the way he always wi
and easygoing.” The fourth child of nine siblings,
giving and adaptive personality served as the glue
the family together, always the one to ease tension
his siblings. As a high school student at Yeshiva
L'Yemshalayim, and later as a yeshiva student
Shmuel returned home frequently to be with his fan
strong affinity towards music, the Weiss’ loved to
instruments together. Shmuel not only played his re
“was always organizing us, being the director," says
After a year in yeshiva, Shmuel entered the arm:
keeping with his caring nature, served as a medic f
toon in the Golani Brigade. “Everything he did was
his whole heart," his father says. “He was highly mi
succeed as a soldier and a medic. He was going tc
three years and then return to yeshiva. He wanted
all his energy to the army." Shmuel's desire and abi
ture deeply touched his many friends who continue
Weiss family in Kiryat Arba. Despite Shmuel’s obvio
ness, “he never pushed himself into the forefront,
wanted to help others feel good...He was just a no
says his father in summation. “He loved his family, f
loved hiking, and loved the Torah.”
SERGEAN־lSHMUELV\felSS WAS KILLED EfiUESTINIAI
GUNFIRE IN THteNIN REFUGEE CAMP APRIL8, 2002
WHILE GIVING MEDICAL CARE TO A FELLOW SOLDIER V
FATALLY INJURED

5 Towns Jewish Times
American Jewish World

Blueprint
Boston Jewish Advocate
Buffalo Jewish Review
Cleveland Jewish News

Connecticut Jewish Ledger
Deep South Jewish Voice

Detroit Jewish News
Uliana News of Northwest

Indiana
Indianapolis Jewish Post & Opinio

Intermountain Jewish News
Jewish Herald-Voice

Jewish News of Greater Phoen
Jewish Press
Jewish World

Kentucky Jewish Post & Opinio
Las Vegas Israelite

Las Vegas Jewish Reporter
Lehigh Valley HaKol

Long Island Jewish World
Los Angeles Jewish Journal
Memphis Hebrew Watchman

Miami Jewish Herald
Nashville Jewish Observer

New Jersey Jewish Standard
New Mexico Jewish Link
New York Jewish Week
Ohio Jewish Chronicle
Reading, PA Shalom

Rhode Island Jewish Herald & Voi
Rochester Jewish Ledger
Rockland Jewish Reporter

St. Louis Jewish Light
Stern College Observer

Texas Jewish Post
Washington Jewish Week

Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle
Yeshiva University Commentate

After graduating high school, Ari decided to
Mechina for a year before joining the army. Whei
ready to serve, Ari had many options and didn't hav
in a combat unit, but he felt this was how he must
country. None of his friends and family could believ
the thin boy with a sweet heart was going to be figh
of the top units of the Israeli army.

Despite his many achievements, Ari remained
Even after a close call in an Arab village, Ari red
Hagomel in a small, unassuming synagogue, so as
attention to himself.

He was very close with his family, but especiallfl
mother and younger brother, Yedidya who often boa help and support her famiiy.The week before she died, C
big brother “The Chayal”, to his friends. Ari, who ap ingwrth friends about thehardship in Israel,andhow man

been kilteddue to terrorism.She reflected,If&ddecide
Ifeel fulfilled with my life, and satisfied with what I’ve don<

earned the nickname “Peacemaker", loved to help p
always worried about others more than he worried c
self.

GIASWKESSLERI9PFS4WASONEOFSEVENPEOPLEKt
WHSNASUC1DEBOMBER BLEWHIMSELFIFATACROWDEC
ANDHtTCHHMNGPOSTAfWffiiOHlLINTERSECTIONINN0F
ERNfeRUSALEM

He loved to listen to music, hang out with his fr
out, and just enjoy life.

Rav Peretz of Ranaana recalls that “Ari possess!
erful and exceptional neshama, of a quality which is
rarely seen in this world." Ari’s optimistic and goo
view of the world, and selfless attitude have left hi!
everyone who knew him.
ST.-SGT ARI YEHOSHUMEISS 21,OF FWANANA WAS
KILLED WHErfhLESTINIAN GUNMEN OPENED FIRE C
ARMY POSITION IN1N6BLUS CASBAH §Brothers’Keeper

Many people are remembere
heroes in their deaths, but everyon

knew Noam Apter knew he was also a hero in every
his life. When terrorists broke into his yeshiva, 23
Noam who was on kitchen duty that Friday night ga
last bit of strength after being shot, to lock the door
the dining hall full of students. However, it is'not t
alone that makes Noam a hero. It only reflects the tj
son he was and the way he lived each day.

Noam was a natural born leader and belonged
the most elite units of the army; the paratroopers. F
Yeshivat Otniel where he started a Jewish outreaci
that still exists today. He believed that it was extrem
tant for Jews to learn about their roots and identity,
was his responsibility to educate them. Noam ha
pamphlets about each Jewish holiday, on buses a
where he went. He was the type of guy who wa
speaking to strangers and bringing smiles to the fac|
passengers on long bus rides. This is one of the rI
sons people loved Noam; he deeply cared about ev|
met and made each person feel special.

He loved going on hikes and joking around. NI
unbelievable imitations of people that would leave 11rolling on the floor in laughter. As one of eight childrcI
also very close with his family, especially his young 1
er, 6 year old Shmuel.

Noam lives on through the memories he’s left 1
friends, family, and all who have had the privilege 0|
his path.

Yoni Jesner was always looking for ways to help
native of Glasgow, Scotland, Yoni was an integral f
small Jewish community. He served as the head 0!

Akiva of all of Scotisteihedn his synagogue every w
and gave bar mitzvah lessons. He was also involv
chevra kadishpreparing dead bodies for burial, ft y
unusual mitzvah for a teenager to be involved in, I
Yoni saw he was needed, he stepped up to the task

After graduating high school, Yoni came to israe
at Yeshivat Har Etzion. Yoni’s commitment and enthj
teaming did not diminish his sense of humor, whic
endeared him to the other students at the yeshiva,
to the laundry man. He thrived at yeshiva and decid
a second year before returning to Scotland to atterJ
school.

To his last day, Yoni was focused on helping oil
using every moment to its fullest. The morning of j
Yoniainerht ashivjhouse, and then went out of his J
return a pen that he had accidentally taken from a 3

It was in line with Yoni’s intelligence and his givij
that he planned to become 8 doctor. Even after his d
continued to give to others. His family donated hij
which were used to save the life of a Palestinian gi
Israeli men from Tel Aviv.

Ever since he was a 15 year old
Odessa, Ukraine, Alex Conslyuk dn
of moving to the land of Israel. His t!

dous love of Israel and the Jewish people was insti
him by his father. At the age of 17, Alex fulfilled h
leaving behind his entire family to make Aliyah by h

When Alex turned 18 the following year he begar
service in the National Police. Alex’s family follow(

Israel that year but faced some economic hardsf
became the breadwinner of the famiiy and in order ti
found work as a security guard but quit soon a
because his parents were frightened by the dang(
position.

After a couple of months however, Alex returned
He was guarding a new Kfar Saba tfain station in t
he noticed a suspicious, teenage looking person, c
heavy clothing. Alex's intercession with the terrorist
instantly but prevented a major catastrophe. His חס
donated to three transplant recipients, allowing the
longer.

At the age of.24,Alex diedahero,sacrificing his
ted the people of the land he loved.
ALEXGDNSTYUK WAS KILLED BY A SUICIDE BOMBER
GUARDING A TRAIN STATIOf'KRAR &&A Am24
2003.

ST.-S3T hbAMAFTER 23,OFSHILO WAS ONE OF FO
YESHIVA STUDENTS KILLEfiltNIEL WHILE WORKING IN '

YESHIVA KITCHENERVING TH6HABBAT MEAL TO SOI
100STUDENTS IN THE ADJACENT DINING-ROOM

JONATHANY0Nj JESNER 19.WAS ONE OF SIX PEOF
KILLED WHEN A SUICIDE TERRORIST DETONATED A BO
BUS INTEL-A/IV 0F6EPTEMBE49, 2002.4*AS CLAIMEI
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ATTACK

Kol Haneshama, a project of the students of Yeshiva university, would like to thank One Family for their help in cfarrtdiafogftttese victims.
If you wish to contact the families of the victims, please visit

www.walk4israel.com
To contact us, please write to: kolhaneshamah@hotmail.com or call us at 212-946-1940.

Kol Hanesham would also like to thank all of the kids on Eimatai for their hard work and enthusiasm.
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YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PLACEMENT & CAREER SERVICES

CAREER RESOURCE ROOM
215 LEXINGTON AYE, 3rd Floor

JOB SEARCH ROOM—ROOM 317
GRADUATE SCHOOL ROOM—ROOM 318

GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION-Books and Handouts
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
CAREER INFORMATION—Books and Handouts
CAREER RESOURCE BOOKS
JOB OPENINGS
JOB RELATED NEWSPAPERS
JOB SEARCH BOOKS—DIRECTORIES/GUIDES

OFFICE OF PLACEMENT & CAREER SERVICES
MIDTOWN CAMPUS * 917-326-4845 * opcs@yu.edu

BECAUS I I I

4s Tnere is a boom ח! the growth of Jewish day schools across America.

^ Their students will benefit greatly from your experience, and your outlook
On being Jewish.

^ You are open-minded, creative and possess a desire to contribute.

^ You will be an extraordinary role model for them.

You need to have a 3.0 grade point average
majoring in anything from the humanities to
the sciences.

For more information and an application,
Rabbi Uri Gordon, Director
www.jtcorps.org
uri@jtcorps.org *

1.888.JTCORPS (1.888.582.6777)

Contact
Log on to
E-mail us at
Call us at

*THE JEWISH TEACHER CORPS
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Mental Health Resources Lacking on College Campuses:
Yeshiva Looking to Update

anxiety disorder, strikes college the stigmas associated with
undergraduates. Along with Orthodox students seeking help
depression and anxiety, a slew of for mental illness. “There are cer-
other issues,such as eating disor- tain
ders, substance abuse and even formality...we feel compelled to
suicide, can follow. The condi- fit the mold, we need to be a cer-
tions tend to be related, and the tain way,” admitted Sama. “If
effects can be devastating. “If you’re not in the In’, you really
you’ve ever seen anyone going feel that you’re in the ‘out’.”
through depression - it’s really
scary,” revealed YSU President Orthodox, the stigma of mental
Yummy Schachter.

In addition to the illnesses Jewish community. “Non-Jews
that surface initially on the col- are more open togoing to psychi-
lege campus, Dr. Efrem Nulman, atrists and psychologists,” said
senior university dean of stu- Schachter. “Orthodox people are
dents, called attention to the not as open to saying ,you know
increased rate of incoming stu- what-I have a problem.’ They

continued from front page
be underestimated. With gradu-
ate schools and careers looming
ahead, many students succumb
to the pressure of academic sue-
cess, particularly during midterm
and final periods.

Undergraduate tensions also
arise from changing attitudes
and environments. Students,
expected to independently
choose classes, activities and life-

ofexpectations

Although not uniquely

illness retains large power in the
long careers, often falter under
the weight of their new deci-
sions. Physical changes in
atmosphere unnerve the sense of
comfort, as students adjust to
being away from home in a com-
pletely new big city environ- dents already on Prescription look down on it”

ment medication. When the common The Yeshiva student body,
stresses of university life impart representing a diverse segment of
further strains on these students, Orthodox Jewry and college-age
they often cease to take their individuals, embodies both these

aspects. “As a community, or a
microcosm of society at large, the

Jewish Students and Mental same issues present themselves
in smaller numbers,” clarified

Braun makes herself available to students seeking guidance or advice
for coping with new situations in a college atmosphere

program employs 11 women, three hospitals and aims to initi-
always available by telephone or ate some program by next year,

email, who offers counseling Both Nulman and Schachter
office hours and maintain an praise the university’s adminis-
emergency hotline. “Our goal is tration, citing President Richard
to provide an informal forum for Joel’s commitment to student
students to be able to talk about mental health. “The new presi-
issues they have - whether aca- dent is heading us in the right
demicor social,” explained Safier. direction,” Nulman remarked.

“We are very supportive and
eagerly awaiting the formation of

“We do offer a reasonable amount of quality services to students," SS
said Nulman. “But 1 don’ t think we’re offering the type of student community greatly.״

" The removed privacy of the
services to bring U S into the 21 st centuryphysicians will enable students

According to Nulman, Yeshiva undergraduates lack a university - ׳^3 emb ŝmeXho^7

based psychiatrist who can prescribe drugs to needy students.
He is currently working to create this student mental health cen'

Serious Illness
Although strains of decisions

and relationships impart a seri-
ous pressure on students, most
manage the issues with their
own unique coping mechanisms.
Serious mental problems arise at
the “point where whatever cop-
ing mechanisms a person nor-
mally uses to de-stress and man-
age, fail,” explained Dr. Rochelle
Ausubel, SCW psychologist.
“The normal support systems are
not helping and one is unable to
function at whatever level is nor-
mal for them.”

The area between normal
stress and mental illness is a neb-
ulous one,and the subject of con-
tinued scholarly debate. “No one
knows if mental illness is on a
continuum or not,” clarified
Ausubel. “Is mental illness a dis-
tinct entity or continuum of nor-
mal everyday functioning that is
breaking down little by little?”
Current scientific literature por-
trays mental illness as both an
independent medical condition
and an infirmity stemming from
preexisting stressful factors.

Ausubel is careful to point
out that only symptoms that per-
sist for prolonged periods of time
fall into the category of clinical
mental illness. When the sense
of sadness and inability to enjoy
routine comforts continues for a
minimum of two weeks, it can be
defined as clinical illness.
Consultation with professionals
may be warranted earlier
depending on the presenting cir-
cumstances.

Clinical depression, one of
the most common illnesses
affecting the general population,
is the primary mental plague for
undergraduates. Nationally, one
in 10 individuals suffers from
depression, and women prove
twice as likely as men to sue-
cumb to systematic depression.
Students in college, explained
Ausubel, experience multitudes
of changes and adjustments.
When their prior support sys-
terns no longer suffice, students
run an increased risk of falling
into depression.

Another common infirmity,

necessary medication.

Illness

fully allowing students to seek
help more readily.

In addition to this center,
Schachter urges the need for

ter, which will employ licensed doctors in a private site easily expansion of current counseling
options. “We need to hire more
people in student services and
enable them to reach out to stu-
dents more,” explained
Schachter. “We need to be look-

accessible to scollege students .

At a recent Shabbat Braun. “Family, relationships,
sfiiur(lecture), Yigal Scher stood academics, learning - all the
in front of an Orthodox crowd of things one finds students of this
undergraduates and asked how age dealing with, our students
many personally know someone deal with.”
strongly suicidal. An astounding
20 percent reluctantly raised of the unique community enable
their hands. “We have to culti- greater solutions,

vate an awareness of what is and Orthodox community has a
what is not happening in the responsibility to one another,”
Jewish community,” explained explained Schachter. “A smaller
Scher. “The issues are not on the school should feel more like a
agenda in important ways, and family. Yeshiva University feels
they should be because they have they have to take initiative and
a lot to do with pikuach nefesh go out to reach out to people.”
(saving a life).”

The distinct cohesiveness of Yeshiva’s Available Resources
the Orthodox community pro-
vides a unique setting for mental of professionally credentialed
illness. “A community has pluses counselors and social workers
and minuses,” remarked Braun, dedicated to helping students.
“It has assets that are nurturing Along with Braun and Ausebel,
and encouraging, but it can also Beth Hait, Rachel Kraut, Shana

Glasser, Marga Marx and Rabbi
Sama described the charac- Shlomo Hochberg, as officers of

teristics of the Orthodox com- Student Services, provide stu-
munity as mostly advantageous, dents with crucial assistance and
In addition to the “Jewish moth- support. “The goal of Student
er” mentality that prompts con- Affairs is to enable students to
stant medical attention, the negotiate their paths in the most
broad Jewish network provides productive and least problematic
students with a tight community way possible,” explained Braun,

of peers. This connection and
identification with others diffus- innovative peer counseling pro-
es patterns of isolation.

Still, Sarna acknowledged Warburg and Michal Safier, the

“The response has been good, ing out for students. If a kid
and people have been coming.”

The women can handle low- check his record, see how he’s
grade stress and tension issues, doing academically, and have
“We are not, and we don’t claim more of a connection,”

Driven to look out for others

doesn’t look good, we should

However, the strong benefits to be, professionally trained,”
cautioned Safier. Students and develop that connection,
requiring greater attention are Yigal Scher overcame fear and
referred to Ausubel .and Braun, reluctance to publicly speak
Any student who requests or about his personal ordeal,
needs additional assistance can Initiating the project “Mental
be referred to mental health clin- Jews Anonymous,” Yigal aimed
ical practitionersoutside the uni- to create a uniquely Jewish sup-
versity system.

“Our

port network for mentally ill stu-
dents that can spread nationally.
“Hazal (our rabbis) teach that

“We do offer a reasonable whoever saved a single soul has
amount of quality services tostu- saved the entire world,” Scher
dents,” said Nulman. “But I don’t explained. “If our efforts help
think we’re offering the type of even one person get better, and
services to bring us into the 21st show people that they are not
century.” According to Nulman, alone and there is a way to get
Yeshiva undergraduates lack a through this, then it’s all worth
university-based psychiatrist it.”
who can prescribe drugs to
needy students. He is currently
working to create this student ingwith Scher are invited to con-
mental health center, which will tact him at yigz@aol.com.
employ licensed doctors in a pri-
vate site easily accessible to col-
lege students. “If YU had their
own team-who only worked for
YU they would try to focus more
on us,” added Schachter.

Future Plans

SCW boasts a strong panel

minimize your privacy.”

Students interested in work-

This year, SCW initiated an

gram. Led by juniors Tova According to Schachter,
Yeshiva has negotiated with
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SURGE
Meeting is
Hailed as a
Success

Nutrition Corner!:;־

holds true. Most college students
don't eat as well as they should,
according to research being

A new trend has developed compiled at Tufts University in
in the past few years among Medford, Massachusetts. The
many universities such as study says 66 percent of fresh-
Princeton,
Binghamton, Yale and Harvard mended five servings of fruits
who have been revamping their and vegetables a day, and 60 per-
cafeterias by offering hcaltliier cent eat too much saturated fat.
choices and making the foods’ Nutrition experts at the universi-
nutrition facts available, ty blame college students' poor
Students out of their homes for eating habits on the lack of edu-
the first time eucounter many cation about nutrition, and the
newjehallenges, including what media's strong influences,

to eat for dinner.

U
BPl11 *

By Cheryl Donatli/

1a t .
* Fordham. men don’t consume the recom-

ByJessica Chernack

At the recent SCW
Undergraduate Research Group
Exchange (SURGE) meeting, QpP
two students presented their

I I

summer research projects before
members of the student body.
SCW junior Simone Suttner,
who spent her summer working
for the Mount Sinai Hospital in
Toronto, Canada, focused her
presentation on the research she
did in a dental research lab.
SCW senior Nelli Fromer also
centered her presentation on the
research she did in the
Neuroscience lab at SUNY
Health Center.

Suttner spent most of her
time at the lab searching for
osteoclasts,
cells that function in remodeling
bones in the body. She was able
to identify them by the trap
staining technique; a method
that involves an enzyme that
reveals multi-nucleated cells.
She subsequently treated the
osteoclasts with cytokine inter-
leukin IL1B in order to enhance
osteoclast activity. After a sum-
mer of research, she concluded
that the cells containing IL1B did
have an increase in the amount of
osteoclasts as opposed to the
control group.

They also added anti-ILlB in
different concentrations and the
ones with the most anti-ILIB
showed the least amount of
osteoclast formation. The group
performed a similar experiment
on human umbilical cord blood
(HUCB). The lab received dona-
tions of HUCB from babies who

The SURGE meeting included presentations on students summer research projects.

were recently bom. The team
chose to use HUCB as opposed
to adult blood because adult
blood is too differentiated. The
result of IL1B on HUCB was
inconclusive. “I never realized
the amount of time and patience
that is needed in order to do
research,” Simone said. “And
most of the time, conclusive
results are not obtained.”

When Nelli Fromer started
her summer research, she knew
nothing about neuroscience. By
the end of the summer, she
learned a significant amount
about neuroscience. In her
research, she used the rat brain
to learn more about the
Hippocampus.

The Hippocampus is part of
the limbic system that is
involved in spatial setting and
memory. Place cells are located
in the Hippocampus in two
regions, CA1 and CA3, and by
fire action potentials; they help
animals solve spatial problems.

Therefore, when a rat is
exposed to a new environment,
he creates a map in the brain. If
the environment changes then
the Hippocampus creates a new
map of the changed environment
and fires different place cells.
Nelli used her physics back-
ground to make electrodes that
she planted into the brains of the
rats to see amplitudes and waves

from the different cells. In the
experiment, she would begin by
placing the rat in one environ-
ment for two weeks after which
the electrode was implanted.She
used different computer pro-
grams to sort out the different
wave forms. These programs
used color identification having
specific colors correspond to dif-
ferent areas that the place cells
were firing from. She blocked the
receptors of neurotransmitters
being fired by giving them two
drugs, scopolamine and
mecamylamine.The drugs signif-
icantly blocked the receptors
and affected the rat’s memory.
“My summer research allowed
me to learn about neuroscience
in a new way outside the class-
room setting,” Nelli said.

At the end of the presenta-
tion the floor was opened to stu-
dent questions. SCW senior
Elisheva Douglas asked, “How
long did it take to implant the
electrodes into the rats?” Nelli
answered, “It took 5 days to
implant them, and one week for
the rats to recover."This interac-
tive approach to learning about
the students’ research projects
will continue next semester with
the next SURGE meeting.

Today, students care about what
Many students come from they eat. They have grown up in

environments where dinner is homes where health conscious-
prepared by their mothers who ness is part of everyday life. A
make nutrition decisions. Since nutrition newsletter should be
coming to SCW many students published and distributed quar-
might feci that eating healthfully teriy on campus including
is a challenge.They decide what healthy eating tips, upcoming
to eat, when and with who, menus and special events,
which puts food into a new per- including current tiational
spective. Unfortunately, SCW trends. Nutritional information!
has failed to follow the trend of cards should be given tor each

item on the menu, or at least
posted in places where they can
be viewed by the students.

The definition of wellness

universities; many students
arc unsatisfied with the food
options available due to their
lack of nutritious value.

Students on a daily basis
complain of the food selections.
“Oil is not part of the four food
groups,” said Devorah Whitman
sarcastically, an SOW junior.
Even the SCW faculty com-
plains about tire eating habits of
their students. “The number one
foods consumed in the cafeteria
are french fries and frozen
yogurt,” said J.Mcewen, an
SCW gym instructor. “Stem
should educate students more
about proper nutrition,offer gym
classes throughout the day, and
nutrition facts should also be
given, especially since it has just
become an FDA requirement.”
However, not everyone agrees
with Mcewen. “I think the food
is pretty healthy, we try not to
fry any of our foods” said a cafe-
teria worker.

"You are what you eat,"

multi-nucleated

includes the physical, emotional,
social, intellectual, spiritual and
occupational aspects of life.
Nutrition plays a large role in all
aspects stated above. Healthy
eating is about eating well, feel-
ing good and enjoying the food
that you eat. Clearly, it might
appear that eating healthfully
should be easy, and yet it is often
quite difficult. If knowledge
were the motivating factor, then
many Americans would be cat-
ing the right foods. It is often not
a Jack of information that pre-
vents change but rather the lack
of action to change that limits us.
In SCW this is the motivating
factor for this ongoing problem.
It is the responsibility of the stu-
dent body to not simply com-
plain but become motivated
enough to make a change.

Summer Internships
mid-June. Students are matched
with a faculty member depend-
ing on area of interest and work
side by side with that researcher
in one of the ten basic science
departments.

They have the opportunity
to conduct research in their cho-
sen field of interest, learn many
laboratory techniques in state of
the art facilities, interact with
world renowned scientists, and
attend weekly seminars. The
Roth Institute Scholars Program
also involves social programs
including attending a Yankees
game, a Broadway show and par-
ticipation in many on campus
luncheons. Students wishing to
apply to Einstein's summer pro-
gram should have a strong back-
ground in biology, biochemistry,
or chemistry. Participants are
granted a $2,500 stipend for the
nine-week period. Pegah

Rabizadeh, a SCW senior major-
ing in Biochemistry, spent last
summer at Einstein’s Resnick

continued from page22
PhD after obtaining an under-
graduate degree. Students in this
program work side by side with
graduate students and faculty
members on supervised research
activities.The stipend for this te-
week program is $2,500 and
housing is provided if necessary.
The application deadline is
February 1st. For more informa-
tion regarding Mount Sinai's

contact
grads@mssm.edu, or see the
website www.mssm.edu/grad-
school.

Check out
The Observer

online at
WWW.

yuobserver
.com

campus.
"The opportunity to work in

a laboratory as well as exposure
to medical school are factors that
will help prepare me for a career
in medicine," she remarked. For
further information regarding
the Roth Program, contact pre-
health advisor Dr. Barry Potvin
at p o t v i n @ y u . e d u .
A more'comprehensive listing of
summer research opportunities
can be found on Dr. Babich’s
w e b s i t e a t
http://www.yu.edu/faculty/babi
ch/Summer%20Intemships/Sum
mer%20Intemships2003.pdf

program,

Lastly, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine offers a sum-
mer undergraduate research pro-
gram, Approximately 40 stu-
dents are chosen each year to
participate, many of whom are
students at SCW and YC. The
nine week program begins in

I
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Opportunities Knocking at Your Door,
Scientifically SpeakingA Pristine

Vaccine for TB
/

laboratories, but are very inter-
ested in conducting scientific
research. This program provides
students with theopportunity to
work in inner city clinics and
hospitals but also conduct clini-
cal or laboratory research in a
variety of areas ranging from
AIDS research to Yellow Fever.
NYU offers a variety of summer
programs for undergraduates.
Students chosen as Howard
Hughes Medical Institute
Summer
Research Fellows participate in
an original research project in
the cutting edge areas of
genomics, bioinformatics or
computational biology. Directed
by a faculty member, they pres-
ent the final result during the
last week of the program.
Fellows also have the opportuni-
ty to participate in weekly semi-
nars delivered by faculty mem-
bers and social events at the
NYU School of Medicine.
Students receive a stipend of
$4,000 as well as free housing.
Prior research experience is
expected, but students with an
interest in research yet no previ-
ous experience are encouraged to
apply nonetheless. Women are
strongly encouraged to apply.
The website for the Howard
Hughes SURP can be found at
http://www.nyu.edu/cas/Acade
mic/HonorsProgram/hhhsi/inde
x.html and contains an abun-
dance of information regarding
the program.

The Sackler Institute of the
NYU School of Medicine also
offers an eight-week summer
internship program, from June 7
toAugust 6. This program allows
undergraduatestudents interest-
ed in pursuing an MD, PhD, or
both to work side by side with
Physicians and Scientists in
basic medical science research.
Internships are available in the
departments of biochemistry,
cellular and molecular biology,
developmental
immunology, microbiology,
molecular oncology, neuro-
science, parasitology, pharma-
cology, physiology and virology.

Students wishing to partici-
pate must have completed their
sophomore year of college and

^taken courses in biology, chem-
istry and mathematics. Prior
research experience is preferable.
Application forms can be down-
loaded
intemet(http://www.med.nyu.e
du/Sackler/summer.html). For
more information regarding this
program, email Sackler-
info@nyumed.med.nyu.edu.

Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, conveniently located
on the Upper East Side, offers a
summer undergraduate research
program as well. This program is
designed for students who are
interested in research and wish
to obtain an MD, PhD or MD-

continued on page 21

mer, the Mayo Graduate School
By Shevie Moskowitz affords a select group of under-

graduate students the chance to
Toward the end of thespring work closely with scientists on a

semester every student has one broad range of biomedical topics,

major question on their mind: Students are invited to attend
what am I going to do this sum- several lectures on a variety of
mer? Business students worry subjects and to explore different
about internships in accounting areas of research independently
and at marketing firms, and pre- as well as under the supervision
law students look for summer of graduate students for ten
positions at law firms.

For those majoring in biolo- stipend of $4,000. One past par-
gy, chemistry, or biochemistry, ticipant in The Mayo's SURF
there is a plethora of academic program remarked that she
opportunities available for stu- 'couldn't have possibly spent
dents interested in careers in the summer in a better way than
biomedical sciences. Various this.‘ For an application, or for
programs exist nationwide in any information regarding the
which students may choose from program,
clinical or laboratorial work gmueller@mayo.edu.
based on their specific fields of For students hailing from
interest. Here are a few examples the West Coast or those craving
of the different prospects avail- the West Coast sun, Stanford
able to students this coming University has a summer

research program in the biomed-
For those in the Baltimore ical sciences. This program runs

area or those who want to be eight weeks and offers under-
there,Johns Hopkins University graduates, who want to prepare
School of Medicine offers a for and enter Ph.D. programs in
Summer Research Program for the biomedical sciences, a unique
undergraduate students, opportunity to conduct research
Students enrolled in the program in a world class institution. Each
will be paid a $3,000 stipend for participant is matched with a
the eight-week internship begin- Stanford faculty member. and
ningJune1and lasting untilJuly will work in one of Stanford's
30. For more information about labs, crafting a challenging and
the program at Hopkins, stu- stimulating research project.The
dents should contactJoan Miller program culminates with a

research symposium where stu-
The National Institutes of dents make presentations

Health (NIH), located in nearby regarding their research.
Bethesda, Maryland, is the Undergraduates who enroll
Federal Government's primary in this program, set tentatively
research agency. Approximately for June 20-August 14, have the
1,000 undergraduate students opportunity to join a mentoring
are chosen annually to join the group led by a Stanford graduate
NIH team in Bethesda, Md., or in student or post-doctoral stu-
a lab in Baltimore, Md., Raleigh, dent. The group leader guides
NC, or Phoenix, Ariz. These stu- them in the process of applying
dents will work side by side with to graduate school and provides
scientists for 8-10 weeks, them with 'tricks of the trade"

Students are also invited to from an insider's view. The stu-
attend various lectures and sym- dent is awarded a $2,000stipend
posia held throughout the sum- for participation in this program,

mer at the NIH. The Deadline for In addition to lab work, students

By Shevie Moskowitz
Scientistsat AECOM are trying tocreatea

vaccine forTuberculosis
uated strain of the bacterium
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
that can be used as a more effec-
tive vaccine against TB infec-
tions in both adults and children
alike than its relative
Mycobacterium Bovis.

Soon after the discovery of
the vaccine itself, scientists
noticed that after 39 generations
the bacteria underwent a trans-
formation from a virulent to an
attenuated form. The reason
why has perplexed scientists for
many years. Jacobs and his col-
leagues worked with strains of
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
and hypothesized that the "RD1
region' of the bacteria's genetic
code must be involved, since this
region was present in virulent
strains of both Myobacterium
Tuberculosis and Myobacterium
Bovis, but absent in attenuated
strains.

Dr William R Jacobs Jr.,
professor of Microbiology &
Immunology at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine
(AECOM), is at the forefront of
the field of medical microbiolo-
gy. He and his team of co-inves-
tigators are currently attempting
to create a vaccine for tuberculo-
sis that will help eradicate this
worldwide health threat.

Over 100 years ago, Robert
Koch, the father of medical
microbiology,
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis as
the causative agent of tuberculo-
sis, or TB.

At the time, TB was so ram-
pant that it was responsible for
nearly one out of every seven
deaths in Europe. Today, TB
remains a tremendous global
health problem. There are an
estimated one billion people
infected with TB, and it is
responsible for about three mil-
lion deaths annually exceeding
malaria, AIDS and all tropical
diseases combined. Due to the
spread of AIDS in recent years,
TB has become even more com-

weeks. Participants receive a

Undergraduate(f

identified contact

summer.

Somehow, after 39 genera-
tions, it was deleted, and this
deletion affected the ability of
the bacteria causing tuberculosis
to exhibit its toxic effects.
Eventually, they identified the
mechanism of the weakening of
virulence leading to attenuation
after 39 generations pass.

Virulence depends on the
presence of three RD1genes that
are responsible for secreting a
protein that destroys lung cells
the bacteria has infected. With
the deletion of these genes
comes loss of the bacteria's abili-
ty to kill the cells it infects.

After making this ground-
breaking discovery, Jacobs and
his team injected mice with
attenuated versions of
Myobacterium Tuberculosis and
subsequently expose them to
virulent strains and found that
they were less susceptible to
developing TB. DrJacobs is "very
excited' about this new discov-
ery, which will lead to the ability
to produce attenuated strains of
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis as
vaccines for human use, stating
'were hopeful that learning why
tuberculosis bacteria become
attenuated will lead to better TB
vaccines that can save more
lives.'

Recently, increasingmon.
patient noncompliance to per-
scribed treatments has caused at joan@jhu.edu.
the bacterium to become more
resistant to the drugs used in its
treatment such as rifampin and
isoniazid.

Jacobs and his team of co-
investigators are attempting to
manipulate the bacteria known
as Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
This form of bacteria, the
causative agent of TB, can be
developed into an attenuated
strain of Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis, the pathogen
responsible for causing
Tuberculosis, to be used in the
prevention of development of TB
in both adults and children. The
current vaccine termed Bacille
Calmette Guerin (BCG) is
intended to prevent complica-
tions that arise from TB, includ-

genetics,

applications to this program is also participate in science field
trips and social outings, includ-

For students interested in ing the Monterey Bay Aquarium
visiting the Boston area, two very and Hopkins Marine Station,

prestigious summer research
programs are currently available, who just can’t get enough of
The University of Massachusetts New York, there are a number of
School of Medicine offers a ten different

March1, 2004.

Finally, for those students
ing meningitis, which can be
deadly.

The vaccine is derived from Theprograms.
week fellowship program con- University of Rochester, in
sisting of lab research with an upstate New York offers a very
assigned mentor. Students unique program which affords
receive a $3,700 stipend for their students theopportunity to trav-
work and are provided with on el abroad and work with medical
campus housing.

The goal of this program is administrators in Europe. There
to not only provide students isa $30application fee. For more
with in depth exposure to scien- . information see their website at
tific research, but also inspire www.rochester.edu/College/stu
them to consider research dy-abroad/europe.html, or con-
careers and PhDs as a serious tact abroad@mail.rochester.edu.

Mycobacterium Bovis, which is
related to Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis, but is only effec-
tive about 50 percent of the time.
Currently, it has only proven
efficient in providing protection
for young children and against
fatal forms of the infection.

Jacobs, together with other
researchers from McGill
University in Montreal, Johns
Hopkins University in
Baltimore, Harvard University in
Boston, St. George's Hospital in
London, Columbia University in
New York, and The Rockefeller
University in New York, are
working on developing an atten-

from the
Jacobs' findings were pub-

lished in the October 14th issue
of the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. Dr Jones is
not only a full Professor in the
department of Microbiology and
Immunology, but has a professo-
rial appointment in the depart-
ment of Medical Genetics as
well. He is also a researcher at
the prestigious Howard Hughes
Medical Institute.

researchers and health care

possibility. Applications for this The Health Research Training
program are due by February 28, Program of The New York City
2004. The Mayo Clinic, also in Department of Public Health is
Massachusetts,
renowned for providing top of
the fine health care. Each sum- spend their summers working in

is world very unique.
Not all students wish to
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Bottom Line: See The Hebrew Hammer and Ignore the Affront, Because It’s That Funny
pronunciation of the word
Hanukkah, squeezed into the ety under the microscope, and it
first ten minutes, succeeded in should be an unpleasant place to
eliciting boisterous laughter be. lit isn’t, in this case, unpleas-
from all four comers of a crowd- ant for the right reasons,

ed theater. .Although most Jonathan Kesselman, writer and
movies are better seen in silence, director of The Hebrew Hammer,
this movie needs the constant has attempted the near-impossi-
laughter as much as a new stand- ble creation of a Jewish action
up comic, but, don’t worry - it hero complete with sexy side-
earns every giggle and probably kick (Judy Greer) and black
deserves more than is humanely compatriot (Mario Van Peebles).

In a way Kesselman has succeed-
As a comedy goes, this movie ed and the result is quite a romp,

is perfect. The plot is compre- but the uncomfortable truth is
hensive enough to warrant an that in following the rules of
intelligent audience. (In a nut- Hollywood, once again the
shell, the evil son of Santa Claus, Jewish world must see itself dis-
Damian, played with a diabolical torted in the mirror that is the
ease by Andy Dick, kills his movie industry,

father and seizes control in order
to destroy Hanukkah [and the industry has yet to get it
Kwanzaa] and ensure that right. Purely on a superficial
Christmas is the exclusive win- level, no mainstream movie to
ter holiday.) The jokes are fast- date has managed to capture the
paced and quite original complex ritual structure inher-
although it should be noted that ent in Orthodox Judaism. While

In this case, it isJewish soci-
By Dodi-Lee Hecht

At one point in the midst of
the chaotic comedy that is The
Hebrew Hammer, the hero of the
story, Mordechai Jefferson
Carver (played exceptionally by
Adam Goldberg), calls the
Jewish Justice League (JLL) to
request any and all movies that
focus on positively portrayed
Jewish characters.

Their response? TheJJL ship
out three Hollywood classics:
“Yentl,” “Fiddler on the Roof"
and Chaim Potok’s “The
Chosen.” The joke is simple -
positiveJewish heroes are rare in
the movie industry; however, the
list is incomplete. This awkward
parade comprised of a cross-
dressing, turn-of-the-century,
female Talmudic scholar and a
musical, traditionally minded,
Ukrainian milkman and two
philosophically opposed,
teenage, Orthodox Jewish New
Yorkers must bejoined, if not led,
by Carver, who charges onto the
scene in a successfully wacky
attempt to save Hanukkah.

Carver, nicknamed the
Hebrew Hammer, is a hero bom
from the backlash of anti-
Semitism. The movie opens with
a brief introduction to his child-
hood in an attempt to fulfill the
necessary “making of a hero” seg-
ment of this story. It fails to truly
provide said motive but it is, per-
haps, one of the funniest open-
ings in the history of comedy.
Every facial expression and mis-

possible to give.

Adam Goldberg,(right), stars inThe Hebrew Hammer
bers of the opposite sex) were Santa Claus himself couldn’t
completely ignored. Once again, send a better compensation than
as with Yentl, Fiddler on the Roof The Hebrew Hammer. Kesselman
and The Chosen, the Torah and its may not have captured an accu-
precepts were harmed in the rate Orthodox Jew as a hero but
making of the motion picture.

The fact of the matter is that he has accomplished something
Still, if the viewer can look just as impossible and maybe just

past the reality that halakha is as vital; “The Hebrew Hammer is
too multidimensional to ever be officially a holiday classic and
accurately portrayed on a two- can stand proud beside “It’s a
dimensional screen, then this Wonderful Life” and “A
movie becomes an important tool Christmas Carol” as a token to
in understanding the difficulties the true meaning of the holiday
in being a Jew in a non-Jewish season, even if it can’t properly
world and being subject to for- express the true meaning of the
eign definitions.

Every Jew recalls that
moment when it became clear Hammer thrives on stereotype
that certain events taken for and, in doing so, allows the
granted by the rest of America Jewish world the luxury of
would be forever denied him/her. laughing at itself while still being
For all theJews who ever guiltily portrayed as the cool culture that
hummed carols or looked on it secretly is. Two benefits for the
with envy at a neighbor’s price of one - now what Jew
Christmas lights and would have could pass up a deal like that?

The Hebrew Hammer will be in
on December 19̂ ,

“For all theJews who ever guiltily hummed carols or looked on
withenvy at a neighbor's Christmas lights and would have
gladly given up the menorah for one moment during which

the aura around the“Holiday Season” embraced them as well
Santa Claus himself couldn’t send a better

compensation thanThe Hebrew Hammer.”

holiday.

Furthermore, The Hebrew

those who cannot abide racial The Hebrew Hammer states at the
humor should avoid this movie, end of the credits that “No ani-
And, finally, The Hebrew Hammer mals or Gentiles were harmed in
fulfills the “Marx Brothers’ Duck the making of this motion pic-
Soup” criterion - it subtly steers ture,” a pair of tephillin (phylac-
the viewer face-to-face with a teries) was definitely mistreated
society’s weaknesses and vulner- and the laws of shomer negia (pro-

hibition against touching mem-

gladly given up the menorah for
one moment during which the theatres
aura around the “Holiday
Season” embraced them as well. 2003.abilities. __

Emilia’s
Fyne

Water
Sacks

Decoding “DaVinci”
The hero of the novel is Apparently, the world was

Robert Langdon, a world- originally based on a symbiotic ]
renowned Harvard art-historian relationship between man and j
with that Harrison Ford, heart- woman, yin and yang, tetragram- I
throb professor turned seeker of maton and Shekhina, that kind of
the Holy Grail thinggoing on. He thing. Goddess worship was the S9B|
stumbles into the novel as clue- norm and everyone was happy. IfflH
less as we are and as the clock Then the Church fathers came H
ticks and the suspense mounts, along and disrupted this balance. I
unearths a discovery that could In their desire to centralize 1
shatter the world. The novel authority around the Church,
starts off with the disturbing cir- they decided to conceal the abili-
cumstances surrounding the ty people have to reach God
death of a famed curator of the through relations between men
Louvre, followed by the timely and women. The Church accom-
appearance of his smart and sen- plished this grand cover up
suous granddaughter, cryptolo- through the vilification of
gist Sophie Neveau. Together, women in Christian theology,

they discover that Sophie’s grand-
pere has left them more than his rewrite history, inserting such !
strangely contorted naked body; things as “Original Sin” and hid- j
he has twisted himself to form ing the fact that man originally j
the first step of a code. I won’t came from
give away all the details of this Fortunately, a secret society of 1
exciting chase that they are sent prominent artists and scientists
on, but I will tell you that it has has preserved the secret over the
to do with Leonardo Da Vinci, centuries, and is slowly but sure-

Along the way, Robert ly spreading its message of pagan
reveals to Sophie the existence of girl power throughout the civi- i
an entire world of feminine sym- lized world,

bology, that the “sacred femi-
nine” is manifested everywhere knows all this is beyond me, but
from Botticelli to Beethoven to
those babes in Disney movies.

;

Ml

P
By Sarah Rindner Don’t Leave home without yours!

I’m not usually a fan of liter-
ary thrillers let alone ones that
feature conspiracy theories with
far-fetched premises and ques-
tionable .scholarship. Yet I found
Dan Brown’s The DaVinci Code to
be a strangely compelling read.

And I’m not the only one. With
37 straight weeks on top of the
New York Times Bestseller List, and
thousands of devotee websites
popping up all over the Internet,
The Da Vinci Code has become fit-
tie less then a national phenome-
non. This reveals something
interesting about our conserva-
tive nation when considering the
decidedly
premises of the book.

$12
Durable

Handmade
Cute
SportyThey used the Bible to

Custom orders free of charge.
woman.

To order call: 917-892-2369
or e-mail: emiliaisreal@yahoo.com

How Robert Langdon Inon-conservative

Continued on next page
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he makes a convincing case,
drawing on some cool mathe-
matical things that are true,
such as the Fibonaaci Sequence
and the “Divine Proportion.”
And lots of other things that
would be cool if they were true
like that Mona Lisa is really
smiling because she is also a guy.

Another “that could be true
but it probably isn’t” aspect of
the novel that caught my atten-
tion was Brown’s creative ver-
sion of ancient Jewish History. I
wish I could somehow broad'
cast to the millions of readers of
“The DaVinci Code” that the
inner sanctum of Solomon’s
Temple was not the home of
priestesses to whom the priests
would pay discreet visits as a
form of religious expression.
Also, Brown hints to the possi-
bility that most of the Torah is a
secret code written in ATBASH
(Alephs are substituted for Tavs,
and so on). And that’s not true.
And I’m sure that Rashi script
looks nothing like English let-
ters turned upside down and
backwards. On the other hand,
there’s always the undeniable
appeal of reading an outsider’s
take on that which is familiar to
you. Brown’s information is not
always that off, even if Langdon’s
conclusions sometimes border
on the insane. And of course,
those conclusions are what
make the novel such a scintillat'
ing read.

One actually true thing that
Brown brought to my attention
was the alarming proximity of
Opus Dei, a radical branch of
Catholicism that maintains dis-
turbing practices such as “cor-
poreal mortification,” to our very
own SCW. Included on the
“Fact” page that begins the novel
is mention of the world head-
quarters of the Opus-Dei cult at,
245 Lexington Avenue!

Creepy coincidences like
that serve as a reminder why
conspiracy theories remain so
compelling.Some things are just
too weird, or great, to be acci-
dents. And that’s the leap of
faith that “The DaVinci Code”
elicits from you as it takes you
on its ridiculous but breathtak-
ing ride. The suspension of dis-
belief is not all that difficult
when the journeyis so much fun.
And sometimes, well, he does
make some good points.

I wouldn’t pass up some'
thing important to read “The Da
Vinci Code” but if you are ever in
the mood for a light read that
makes you think, then I highly
recommend this one. Be pre-
pared to devote several consecu-
tive hours of your life to this
novel, because, like it or not, you
won’t be able to put it down.

SCW Professor’s Debut Collection of Poetry:
A Triumphant Journey with Every Alternative

inclined to forget about the
whole thing after being forced
through such an exhaustive
process. To forget about
Alternatives to History is, without a
doubt, the worst kind of mis-
take. Alternatives to History will
offer the reader epiphany and
doubt and leave a person’s inner
poet breathless with anticipa-
tion for the next moment that
can be stolen from one’s routine
to flip silently through and set-
tie, relieved, on a perfect verbal
image such as “...Sobbing in
Russian / that a stranger / is mur-
dering her with tears.”

Of course, just as a perfect
album is the rarest of musical
achievements, the perfect coffee-
tion of poetry is as seldom
attained. Alternatives to History
cannot claim such a victory.
Although all poetry, upon being
birthed, will find some soul to
stir (even if it is only the author’s
restless spirit) there are poems
that are not the stuff of positive
obsession. Woven among the
majestic works contained in
Alternatives to History, there are a
few poems which drag the reader
to an uncomfortable and hazy
place. A most glaring example is
the second poem of the first sec-
tion, “The Old God at the
Urinal,” which, somewhat dan-
gerously, improperly introduces
its compatriots and leaves a
powerful scent that threatens to

overshadow them.
Still, all the poems that

detract from this work are guilti׳
er for being in the wrong place at
the wrong time than of actually
being bad poetry. In a way, this
makes their presence more
upsetting; just like “The Old God
at the Urinal,” these misplaced
poems endanger the mood of the
rest of the collection.

However, these poems are
not numerous enough nor do
they have the power to erase the
encompassing presence that
emanates from the pillars of this
work, including the first poem,
“Rabbi Jos6 the Angel,” the vol-
ume’s namesake, “Alternatives to
History” (found in the third sec-
tion), and the fourth section
entitled “The Situation." The
first two poems will echo in the
reader’s psyche long after the
book has been closed and will
irrevocably transform anyone
who allows poetry the clout it is
meant to wield.

The final section of
Alternatives to History, “The
Situation,” is a work that stands
most boldly on its own, separate
from the remaining body of this
work. It is poetry most artfully
disguised as political commen-
tary. Ladin chose to devote this
section to the pressing issue of
the Middle-East conflict
between the Israelis and
Palestinians. At first glance, the

poetry’s message is clear - the
Israelis are not the pure victims
and the Palestinians are not the
pure villains. However, after
immersing oneself in the duality
inherent in the style, and espe-
daily after “Heaven’s Gate,” the
obvious message is no longer
obvious. That is the message
buried in every line of this sec-
tion; the answer is not dear and
the emotional verdict is impossi-
ble to compose. “The Situation”
beats out the call of the
victim/villain, and tries to show
both sides of the head in the
same mirror.

Alternatives to History offers
the reader a bevy of thought pro׳
voking imagery and words. Some
are more mild and pleasant and
some are more robust and
painful, but none should be
avoided. There are poems that
may not bdong but even they
should be read once. It is not like
the perfect album, but it is a col-
lection of verse that could easily
become the poetic equivalent to
that album that every person
turns to when the world is a
whole lot less perfect, and one
feds the call of the inner spirit to
steal time from routine and lose
oneself in the imperfection of a
scattered, slightly more chaotic,
assortment.

By Dodi-Lee Hecht

It has been said that poetry
is as important to humanity as
the very air we breathe and rivals
only philosophy as the oxygen of
the mind. If that is so, then
minds everywhere should be
very grateful to Dr.Jay Ladin for
Alternatives to History, a new and
refreshing burst of poetry to fill
their metaphorical lungs.

The volume is divided into
four sections, which serve to
counter the essential wanderings
through which the reader is led.
With the exception of the last
section, “The Situation,” the sec-
tions are untitled. This is a wd-
come absenceas the poems in the
first three sections seem loosdy
linked at best and the reader will
find more meaning in the work
upon discovery of his/her per-
sonal thread of commonality.

It would be a mistake tolook
cynically at these 86 pages and
lazily sit down to an hours of
intense reading,but it might pos-
sibly be the best kind of mistake
to make with Ladin’s collection.
As long as the reader is willing to
return to the slim volume in days
to come, no harm can come from
such a first perusal. However,
Alternatives to History, will take
the reader through many emo-
tional and mental twists and
turns,and certain readers may be

The Israeli Philharmonic Plays But Business is Not Usual
somber and rhythmically tense
mdody, which explodes into a
stormy, cascading devdopment
with a full orchestra. The huge
string section dominates the
orchestration and guides the
audience through each move-
ment until reaching its spirited,
typically Romantic condusion.

The night’s outstanding
music was overshadowed by the
general event’s significance.
Throughout history, the quantity
of cultural exchange between
countries has reflected the
nature of their political relatio -

By Malka Zeiger-
Simkovich

As I waited to hear the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra (IPO)
featuring violinist Itzhak
Perlman perform on December
15, 1 watched two NYPD officers
and members of the Shin Bet
(Israd’s top levd security unit)
suspiciously explore the room in
hard helmets and chest protec-
tors. This was an unusual scene
for an evening concert at
Carnegie Hall. The evening was
thus established as tense and sig-
nificant, complemented by the
American and Israeli flags flank-
ing both sides of the stage.

The orchestration

h is P
During the 1970s and 1980s,

the IPO was not invited to per-
form in the Soviet Union, andThe Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra played at Carnegie had on December 15th

°f Igor Stravinsky’s Pulcinella and scious absorption of modernism made history when they visited
Hatikvah was stunning. At first, Max Bruch’s Violin Concerto no. or purposeful contrast with das- Moscow and Leningrad for the
the mdody was loud and bom- !, Stravinsky, the famous early sicism. The outrageous disso- first time in April of 1990.
bast, with the horns and drums 20th century neo-classicist (and nances of the woodwinds in the (Incidentally, Perlman was also
providing a majestic presence, antithesis to Arnold Schoenberg, vivo section, in addition to an playing with the orchestra on
When reaching the climactic Od his avant-garde contemporary unusual amount of pizzicato their USSR tour). Israeli-Arab
10 avdah tikvateinu, however, the who devdoped the radically dif- (string plucking), also indicate collaborations to create a youth
violin section alone played a ferent sounding 12-tone system Stravinsky’s historical musical orchestra also reflect the medium
somber, sweeping mdody. Most that heralded the age of New context. of art used to achieve or solidify a
moving was the echo of the Music), wrote the ballet Bruch’s first Violin Concerto desired political relationship,

words of Hatikvah being sung by Pulcinella based on the music of was certainly an appropriate Clearly, the hundreds of voices
these fur and tux-dad men and Giambattista Pergolesi, an early medium through which to singing Hatikvah in Carnegie

Hall reflected an act of mutualBBSS 18th century composer. The demonstrate Perlman’s remark-
Indian bom Zubin Mehta, mostly mdodically mellow piece able mastery of his instrument. Jewish identification. If only it

conductor of the Israel has occasional very satisfying During his solos, the orchestra were always this easy to create
Philharmonic Orchestra for over outbursts of sound, that hint watched him attentively. Like 20 environment of solidarity.
30 years, brilliantly conducted either at Stravinsky’s uncon- Stravinsky, Bruch opens with a

women.Arts and Cultu
f at The Observ

. aid like to wish
ppy Hanukkah to
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ARTS &
Mona Lisa Almost Smiles

Being Human:
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

By Lea Almo
“Girls, your sole responsibil-

ity will be taking care of your
husband and children.” These
words sum up Mona Lisa Smile.
Mona Lisa Smile,directed by Mike
Newell, starring Julia Roberts,
Kirsten Dunst, Julia Stiles and
Maggie Gyllenhaal tries very,
very hard to prove that women
can do more than make meatloaf
and change diapers.

The film takes place in 1953
at Wellesley College, a prepara-
tory school for young women
where they leam art, literature,
etiquette and most importantly,
how to be a good wife. (An all
girls school where they are
obsessed with marriage? I sure
wonder what that’s like!)
Katherine Watson (Julia
Roberts) is the inspirational art
history professor who tries to
make a difference with her
unconventional teaching meth-
ods and her liberal approach to
marriage.

According to William
Goldman, a renowned screen-
writer and director (ButchCassidy
and the Sundance Kid, Princess Bride)
there are two parts to creating a
successful movie. One revolves
around the actual making of r
movie. The second is marketing
the product. Mona Lisa Smile gets
an A+ for marketing efforts. In
every clip of the preview, Julia
Roberts flashes her mega watt
smile and a little slice of
Americana circa 1950s is
revealed. Voila! The entire

n’t get Maggie, and this bothers
us because we feel like we get
both of them. One of the main
problems that the play addresses
is that painful difficulty of com-
munication: “Why is it so damn
hard for people to talk?” This
questionis posed throughout the
play, through jokes that stem
from denial and comedy that is
rooted in misunderstanding.
This is supposed to make us
laugh and it does, except when it
makes us cry.

Maintaining the tenuous
balance between comedy and
tragedy presents a particular
challenge to the actor. I found
that in this production, the
laughs were sometimes gotten at
the expense of a sympathetic
reaction.

By Sarah Rinder

As one of the great American
p l a y w r i g h t s , T e n n e s s e e
Williams’ plays are bound to be a
little painful. Williams’s charac-
ters are complex, their motives
ambiguous and he always leaves
something to our imagination.
Any performance will naturally
fill in some of those blanks left
open to interpretation by the
playwright. Williams knew
what he was getting into when
he chose to write plays instead of
novels, but I can’t help wonder-
ing if he would have winced as
much as I did during the Music
Box Theater’s new revival of Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof treads
the thin line between tragedy
and comedy. On one hand, its
characters are caught in a decid-
edly tragic set of circumstances.
Maggie, after growing up in
poverty and shame, has married
Brick for the life she thought he
could give her and because she’s
crazy about him. Brick, on the
other hand, doesn’t love her. In
fact, he can’t stand her. Because
he won’t sleep with her, Maggie
cannot have the child, and the
life, that she so fiercely longs for.

However, we can’t hate
Brick for doing this to her
because he too is trapped. He
once loved someone who died,
and now Brick is caught up in a
net of shame over his contribu-
tion to this death, and the fact
that it was a man. He can’t even
begin to satisfy Maggie because
he can barely shake himself from
his own drunken misery. Maggie
doesn’t get Brick and Brick does-

Mona Lisa Smiles stars (from left to right)
Julia Roberts, Kirsten Dunst,JuliaStiles and

Maggie Gyllenhall
set because it looks like so much
fun. Julia Roberts gives the clas-
sic “Julia” performance.
Although the script does not
allow her to transcend to an Erin
Brockovich level, she is undoubt-
edly entertaining. Julia Stiles,
Kirsten Dunst and Maggie
Gyllenhaal are all well cast and
handle their roles with poise and
believability.

The problem here is not the
actors. It’s the script. Essentially,
the film has a single theme story
line which could have been a
strong subplot but needs more
substance to make it well worth
117 minutes of moviegoer’s time.
The characters need refining.
Some characters, such as
Katherine’s love interest, are
clearly not as developed as we
would like to see while other

Ashley Judd,left,and Jason Patric,right,
star in the Broadway revival of

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

exaggeration in this form often
achieves the opposite of what is
intended.

However, most of the acting
is quite good, and the audience
seemed to love the play.

Although the giddy energy of it
all detracts from the sense of
tragedy, it makes for a more
accessible play, and in some
ways, a situation that is more
reflective of our own fives.

I imagine that reading Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof the afternoon
before seeing the play amplified
my expectations significantly. It
included some of the most ver-
bose stage directions I have ever
seen. Williams writes things
like, “I’m trying to catch the true
quality of experience in a group
of people, that cloudy, flickering,
evanescent—fiercely charged! —
interplay of five human beings in
the thundercloud of a common
crisis.” However, there are five
human beings playing these “five
human beings.” and they don’t
quite capture the complexity of
Williams’s vision. I’m not sure if
anyone could.

CatonaHotTin Roof
Tennessee Williams; Directed
by Anthony Page. At the
Music Box Theater, 239 West
45th Street, Manhattan.

Maggie, for example, as
played by the glamorous Ashley
Judd, jumps into her fines with
anger and ferocity; a tactic that
elicits laughter before it does
sympathy. And the audience
responded accordingly. Judd
captures Maggie’s sultry looks
and steely southern drawl
impeccably. However, there is
more to Maggie then her hard
shell, and I expected Judd to let
Maggie’s vulnerability shine
through a little more.

Jason Patric, most famous
for his performance in the 1998
movie Your Friends and Neighbors,
takes Brick’s diffidence to anoth-
er frustrating extreme. His stiff
demeanor is at times reminiscent
of old Hollywood rebels like
Marlon Brando or Paul Newman
and seems to primarily be taking
his cues from Brick’s concrete
namesake. Patric is trying to play
up Brick’s tragic paralysis, but

characters, such as Betty’s high
society mother, appear one-
dimensional. Mona Lisa Smile is
like a portrait that makes us
want to see beyond the borders
of the canvas. We crave more
depth.

Overall, the movie takes
itself a little too seriously. It tries
so hard to be “Best Picture” thatBrookdale TV lounge approves.

The movie opens to a packed
house, a producer’s dream. The
only problem is the audience was
a lot happier before the film
began.

it actually misses out on being,
well, a best picture. Still, if you
want an entertaining movie to
see with the girls one Thursday
night where you can poke fun of
all the marriage talk and relate it
to Stem, then buy a bag of pop-
com and enjoy.

By

The film does, however,
show considerable effort. The
cast has superior chemistry,
making one want to jump on the Final Grade: B.

SSSBSBtB MnUHHgMHMMHn MananaaBMaM

S T Y L I N ' I N T H E C I T Y \\C O O L T O B E W A R III״*/ Even though a coat length is suit the instanr the temperaturedorms (95 degrees) and the rein- reach for a waist length coat,
perature outside (30 degrees) This can make you look rafier important, you need not be over- dropped below 50 degrees. One
confuse my senses enough to and save you from looking slop ly strict, being that your coat is may know them as Uggs. br by

essentially there just to any brand that has since copied
jpIjiB keep you warm. Oh, and this Australian original boot
Jr*? speaking of keeping you that, which by mere virtue of its
j'* ' warm, the obvious name (as noted on Fox news,

choice in that depart stems from the word “ugly”),
ment are down coats, knocks out all hope of being cool,

otherwise known as making them so coveted and this
j JJjJ “puffy” coats. Great season'sdefining “in” trend. They
|Jjj places to find puffy coats arc so sought after in fact, that

B ijt! are chain stores like they are backordered until April
“*s Zara, H&M and even the 2004 forcing those of you with

Gap. Now is also the cold toes ro settle for their
time to find these coats knockoffs (which are by no
for great holiday season means, better or worse, just not

By Lauren Weltz
I

I have been pretending for nearly make me run outside in a py. When wearing a
long enough that winter isn't on long sleeve T-shirt, linen skirt slightly below׳ the I
its way. The knee socks, the and snow boots with no socks. I knee length skirt, a 1
bronzer; is anyone noticinga pat have now come to the conclusion coat that falls the 1
tern? 1 am nor a fan of the cold rhar proper winter accessories same length (or
weather. With my teeth chatter can solve this problem.
Ing and my fingertips icy, I tend
to peer our the window for some which certain fabrics are not per- best. If you happen to M
advice on what to wear. I feel mitted, like wool in rhe summer be wearing pants, you . 1
utterly deceived when after look- ' or linen in the winter. But within can get away with
ing outside and seeing the sun - boundaries of fighter and heavier most coar lengths ^shine, I reach for lighrer gear. As I winter fabrics, a great coat, since the geometry *־
take the stairs ro exit the build - boors, or other winter acces factor doesn’t apply.

By the geometry fac

slightly longer) than
Granted, there are seasons in your skirt would look

The nameUggs derives
from the word ugly,a

Although many coats look tor, I mean rhar many often used description sale prices. However, rhe original).
wait any longer, and they With all that said one thing
may not have your size. is for sure: don’t find yourself

Another winter staple this with the shivers this season. The
When looking for a coat, hard on looking cute, to simply season are rhe winter boots that I thicker and more insulated an

ing, I feel rhe rush of cold air series can fill in rhe blanks,

begin to chill my bones.
Apparently, my window was great on the hanger, and even different lengths can
lying. Sunshine dearly docs not look fairly well on other people, throw' your entire
mean warmth.

of theboot

not every coat is for every person, outfit off. Imagine working so
This scenario poses a contin-

uous problem of whar to wear keep in mind the proper length throw it all away with an out of haven’t seen on anyone my age item, the better! Warm is back
That does not since 1 was 5 years old and force- women, so bundle up!

fully garbed in a full body snow׳
when winter is approaching. The for you. If you arc wearing a place coat,
temperature inside the SCW longer skirt, you might wanr to sound fabulous ro me.
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AJT5 &
How to Go on a Cheap Date in the City: An Expose

U p a n d C o m i n g E v e n t s i n
t h e B i g A p p l e : fully to the sound the money

makes when it hits the inside of
the donations box. Dollars bills
tend not to “clink.”

A more controversial exam-
pie of a cheap date is the hotel
lobby destination. There have
been many a heated debate
revolving around theconcept of a
lounge date. Some feel it has all
the elements a good date requires
- chairs and a watery soda -
while others feel that they would
rather be bound and gagged in a
closet than on an outing of this
nature. This debate aside, one
particularly inexpensive lounge
date can be found at the well-
known Marriott Hotel in Times
Square. Many have heard of the
revolving floor located on the
49t'1 floor of this hotel which
requires an entrance fee and the
purchase of beverages, but how
many have heard of the ־̂*8 floor?

The 8th floor has no entrance fee
requirements whatsoever. The
heinous nature of this particular
date is compounded when there
is no purchase of a watery soda.
For example, as the date is wind-
ing up there is the belated excla-
mation, “Oh I completely forgot
to offer you a drink - do you by
any chance want one for the
road?” No punk.

While there are many more
examples of cheap dates such as
the lunch special at Pizza Cave
or a trip to the airport, this list
was meant to point out a few
glaring instances to serve as a
guideline of sorts. Some may
have read the list with a feeling
of growing horror at the shock-
ing nature of thesedates andoth-
ers may have been taking notes.
That is your business.

Sometimes the inexpensive
nature of the date manifests itself
in the location where the outing
occurs. For example, a popular
dating pastime, once winter
arrives, is a trip to the ice skating
rink. The male and female don
their respective skates and stum-
ble their way around the rink a
good two feet apart from each
other lest one should fall, and
they accidentally brush hands.
Most people have heard of the
rink at Rockefeller Center, but
how many have heard of the rink
out in Harlem? That’s right,
there’s an ice skating rink on
125^ Street to provide ice skat-
ing opportunities for inner city
children who are low on funds.
If a female finds herself at this
rink she can be assured that she
is currently in the throes of a
cheap date. If the male on this
particular date trips on the ice
and experiences a bad fall the
female would more than justified
in crossing her arms and apolo-
getically murmuring, “So sorry,
Shomer Negiah.”

Another popular date desti-
nation is an outing to a museum.
There are a multitude of interest-
ing museums to visit in New
York City, but two words at the
entrance of one particular muse-
um classifies it as cheaper than
all the rest. At the entrance to
the Metropolitan Museum two
inconspicuous words are dis-
played and they are “Donations
Accepted”. While completely
ignoring this sign is often impos-
sible, the amount that is actually
donated can vary wildly between
three pennies and ten dollars. A
particularly effective way in
determining how much the male
has actually donated can be
accomplished by listening care-

By Devorah Heching

We all feel that initial antic-
ipation before going on a date.
What will I wear? Do I have to
shower or will deodorant suffice?
I wonder where I am going?

While the female isgenerally
in total command of wardrobe
and hygiene decisions, the final
destination of the date is most
often subject to the whims and
fancies of the other party i.e. the
male. Perchance she will hop on
the subway only to discover that
her final destination is prime
seating at a sporting event or a
Broadway show. Then again,
perhaps the subway ride is the
final destination. The subway
ride date is a prime example of a
cheap outing. Some may argue
that with the recent inflation of
the subway fare from a dollar-
fifty to two dollars this date can
actually be re-classified as an
expensive one. Unfortunately,
they would be wrong.

Another prime example of a
cheap date can be seen in the
food choices made by the male,
and by this I mean Cafeteria
food. There is a fine line between
inexpensive food and really
cheapfood. For example, Kosher
Delight is inexpensive food but,
hey, it’s good eating. On the
other hand, caf food is also inex-
pensive but good eating it is not.
An additional factor to be aware
of is the fact that students at YC
and SCW receive the same meals
in their respective cafeterias. If a
male attempts to bring cafeteria
food along on the date for a “pic-
nic” and then pass it off as take-
out from a nearby restaurant, the
female will probably not be
fooled.

Golda’s Balcony
Helen Hayes Theater
240 West 44th Street
Showtime: Tuesday- Friday 8:00pm.Wednesday and Sunday
3:00pm, Saturday 8:30pm
Ticket prices range from $46.25 to $81.25
Website:www.goldasbalcony.com

2003 Iianukkah Winter Spectacular
Yeshiva University Museum
December 25
15 West16th Street
Website: www.yumuscum.01g

Sonic Vision
American Museum of Natural History, Hayden Planetarium
Central Park West and 79*Street
Showtime: Friday and Saturday 7:30,8:30/9:30,10:30 pm
Ticket Price; $15.00 (members - $12.00)
Website: www.amuh.org

Franciuc and Abdallah Simon:State of WorldJewry Lecture
Speaker Minister Natan Sharansky
92nd Street Y
January14
92nd Street at Lexington Avenue
Showtime:8:00pm
Ticket Price: $25.00
Website: www.92y.org

Moses und Aron
The Metropolitan Opera
December 16, 20 (marinee), 23
Lincoln Centre
Ticket prices range from $25.00 to $205.00
Website: www.metopera.org

Makor New Year’s Eve Blow-out Party
92nd Street Y,Steinhardt Building
December 31
35 West67 *̂Street
Showtime:9:00pm
Ticket Price: $35.00
Website: www.92y.org

THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION Do you love Israel?
Do you want to keep

up with the latest
Israel events
on campust
Then join

TheObserver Israel
section staff,

e-mail us at
obscrver.yu.edu

A new collection of elegant and
contemporaryJudaica that you

Tk will be proud to give and
\ own. As artisans through-% out the ages have been

U influenced by the best of
1« local culture to enhance
If Jewish ritual objects,
M Gotham Judaica melds
M Jewish tradition, Italian

M craftsmanship and
MB . !few York sophistication.

Mg Visit us online or callMf (718) 969-2812.
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Security
Creates

Emergency
Response Unit

President’s Circle Hosts
Meeting With Student

Leaders on Beren
Campus

By Arie Staller
mittee. “We want our new lead-Security has begun a new

Emergency Response Unit
which is in effect on the Wilf
and Beren campuses. Created by
Ernest J. McNamee, Yeshiva’s
emergency incident commander,
the response unit is made up of
Yeshiva security guards that
have been specially trained to
handle any emergency that may
arise.

By Miriam Shapiro
and Aviva Balk

ership to have a clear under-
standing of the needs so that we
can fill in the gaps in student life

Yeshiva University’s on campus.”
President’s Circle held its first Tuchman also mentioned
meeting of the year on December the committee’s goal to increase
9th, with 40 YC and SCW publicity so that they can receive
undergraduates present to par- proposals and recruit alumni,
ticipate in a session designed to
determine the future of the com- word to all our alumni,” said
mittee’s investments in specific Saltzman. “Let me stress that the
student enterprises.

The Circle had been relative- donor-directed program in the
ly quiet over the past year due to YU system.”
lack of proper leadership and
speculation over how the new Tuchman,
university president would want members of student councils,
the organization to run. representatives from organized
According to Robert Saltzman, student clubs and distinguished
director of alumni affairs, members of Yeshiva University
President Richard Joel wanted administration, including YC
more student interaction and Dean of Students David Himber,
suggested having the session to Senior University Dean of
hear their general issues.

“It is difficult to get our SCW Dean of Students Zelda
hands on what the students’ Braun. The publicity for the
needs are,” said Louis Tuchman, meeting was privately conduct-
former chairperson of the com-

“We want to spread the

“We had to start a program
to train people to handle emer-
gencies," said McNamee. “There
are times when the fire depart-
ment and police could be tied
down.”

President’s Circle is the only

The meeting, moderated by
was attended by

The response units, hand
picked by McNamee, consist of
experienced security guards in
two-person teams. “We’re spe-
dally picked because we know
all the buildings," said one
guard. Students, Dr. Efrem Nulman, and

Each responder is required
to view 25 hours worth of video
tapes depicting different emer-

continued on page 9 Bums Securityguards have been undergoing new emergency training courses continued on to page 13

Office for Student Affairs
Undergoes Series of Promotions

SCW Human Rights Club Hosts First Event
With Former Sudanese Slave

ities have been growing and will
now continue to grow in her new
title. According to Braun, the
new titles enable the deans to
broaden their university involve-
ment.

Jesse Helms.
“He cried when I told him

foreign language since his native
tongue was Dinka. After his cap-
ture, he walked for many days
with many women and children
to the north of the country.

On the way a young girl
screamed and cried because she
had seen her entire family mur-
dered. A militia man warned her
to stop, but she did not. “A mili-
tia man took her out of the line
and shot her in the head,” Bok
said. “This is how I learned to be

By Shifra Landowne
By Rebecca Rosenberg

what was happening to my peo-
Former Sudanese slave, pie,” Bok said. “I said you’re very

Francis Bok, spoke December powerful and strong, why don’t
17th in the 215 Lexington build- you do something to help my
ing’s Norman F. Levy Lounge people or push Clinton to help?”
about his response to U.S.efforts He said he would but never did
to end slavery, and his personal anything.”
struggles and experiences.

Though he supports the State Madeliene Albright at the
Sudan Peace Act, a bill passed White House, and he also plead-
October 21st of 2002 by ed with her t0 help his country.

President George Bush in an “She said this is not an American
attempt to mediate peace negoti- issue• and we Can’c do anything
ations between the Christian about it right now," paraphrased

Bok. He said that he felt disillu-

Last week, Dr. Efrem
Nulman, senior university dean
of students, announced new pro-
motions in the student services
departement at SCW.

Zelda Braun, former assis-
tant dean of students, was
appointed to associate dean of
students. In her place, Beth Hait
was promoted from coordinator
of student services to assistant
dean of students. Additionally,
Rachel Kraut, former residence
supervisor, was named director
of residence life.

According to Nulman, while
these promotions are only “in
terms of title,” and don’t affect
the nature of the positions, “we
wanted to recognize the contri-
bution that we feel these three
people have been making for a
long time now, and we wanted
to upgrade their titles.”

“This has been a long time
coming,” he said. Dr. Hillel Davis,
vice president for university life,
was happy to comply with
Nulman’s request. “Dean
Nulman made recommendations
that were well thought out and
reflective. My review of the pro-
posal was that the nature of
these roles merited and deserved
the promotion and I was able to
sign off on them and happy to be
supportive.”

Braun, who graduated from
SCW in 1968, oversees student
government, residence life and
professional counseling services.
She insists that while her duties
remain the same, her responsibil-

Beth Hait has been at SCW.
for nine years this December, and
is looking forward to her new
position. “I am thrilled about the
change in title,” said Hait. “I
appreciate the recognition.”

responsibilities
include overseeing newstudents,
coordinating Shabbat program-
ming, Metropolitan Experience,
involvement in student activities
and student government as well
as professional counseling for
time and stress management.

“I am pleased that the
University is recognizing Beth’s
contributions to the students
and the University,” said Braun.
“By promoting her to Assistant
Dean they are showing their
recognition for all that she does.”

Rachel Kraut is also looking
forward to her new title,
although her job will not be
undergoing any changes. “The
main difference is that this title
is more encompassing,” Kraut
said. “Now it really includes all
five buildings instead of just one
-we have been trying to work on
building a sense of community -
one housing unit in five separate
buildings,and this title promotes
that idea.”

The sense of community that
Kraut refers to is an effort that
has been palpable since the
installment of the Joel adminis-
tration, one that might be linked

continued on page8

Later Bok met Secretary of

Hait’s

quiet.”
After they arrived at a north-

em city, Bok was sold as a slave
to a Muslim family. He was iso-
lated from any other slaves and
gradually started to learn Arabic.
However, the family that bought
him treated him cruelly. “When
I first met their three children,

South and the Muslim North and
end slavery, he feels much more sioned by the lack of action from

be done. “The Sudan Peace many politicians he met.
However, he had a more pos-can

Act has had a lot of impact and
gives my people a little hope that *tive experience with President
slavery might end,” Bok said. bush. When Bush came in I
“However, it’s just a beginning sPoke t0 1 ״1״י and he did a 10t of
process. We still need to put a work for us,” Bok said. “He did-
lot of pressure on this govern-
ment to give everyone freedom.” respect that.

Bok explained to the
approximately 50 guests that the ture, ®ok sPoke about how he
government which is Islamic became a slave and what that
continues to deny the presence experience was like. He lived in
of slavery in Sudan, which he a small village in Southern Sudan
contends, is a serious impedi- when his mother sent him to the
ment to any resolution.

Shortly after the 24- year-old heard g״n shots from the direc-
tion of his village and saw smoke

they beat me with sticks,” he
said. “Then his wife told me that
if her husband would allow it,
she’d shoot me.”

!:

n’t wait to respond, and I really

At the beginning of the lee- Bok was forced to sleep and
eat his meals in a shed with ani-
mals. When he learned enough
Arabic he asked his master,
“Why do you force me to sleep
with the animals?” His master
responded, “because you are an
animal.”

market at seven years old. He

He was given the difficult
job of caring for over a hundred
goats at eight, a job that no one
under 14 was expected to do in
his village. One day he returned
home having lost one of thegoats
because the grass was too tall to
keep track of them all.

His master beat him and told
him that if he did it again he

continued onto page 13

Bok escaped Sudan and came to
the United States, he started and shortly thereafter militia
working for The American Anti- men stormed the market place.
Slavery Group, which is dedicat- “They had guns and I
ed to abolishing slavery world- thought what’s going on, who
wide. He has spoken throughout are these people?” he said. “Then
the country about his expert- they started shooting people,

ences as a slave and interacted women and kids." A militia man
with many high profile politi- grabbed him by the arm and
cians. He described a private started shouting in Arabic, but

Bok could not understand thismeeting he had with Senator
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